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ABSTRACT

Radiative corrections to string scattering amplitude generate, in general, BRST anomalies due to the massless particle tadpole, the on-shell external two-point function singularities, and the intermediate unphysical cut singularities. It is proved that they originate from the boundaries of moduli space. Unitarity, analyticity, and BRST invariance are restored only after we add appropriate local counterterms to the scattering amplitudes. We show that counterterms have physical interpretations as the Fischler-Susskind mechanism, the mass renormalization, and the contact interactions respectively.
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1. IntroductionOur current understanding of the experimentally verifiable fundamental interactions is well described by the gauge theory of quarks and leptons based on the local symmetry group SUc(⅛) × SUw(2) × Uy(l) [1]. However, inclusion of quantum gravity has remained an unsolved problem. Of course, gravitational quantum fluctuations are not significant until one reaches the Planck energy scale of 10lθ GeV. One may try to quantize the covariant action of Einstein’s general relativity, but the major problem is its apparent lack of renormalizability and unitarity [2]. At the moment, we do not have any viable alternative candidates whose low energy approximation reduces to the standard Einstein gravity and at the same time circumvents both of the above problems.The superstring theory [3] is a candidate for self-consistent, supersymmetric, finite, and unique quantum theory of gravity. Importantly enough, it also unifies both the spacetime geometry and the matter fields into string excitations. A realistic unified model must contain the chiral fermions we observe in the low energy world. However this is strongly constrained due to potential chiral anomalies of the gauge, gravitational, and supersymmetry invariances on the quantum level. Great progress has been made since the discovery of anomaly cancellation mechanism in type-I superstring theory [4]. There are at present several classes of anomaly-free models: type-I open and closed superstring theory with gauge group SO(32) [5], type-II closed string theory with no gauge particles and with chiral and nonchiral matter fermions [6], heterotic strings based upon gauge group of SO(32) or E% × E$ [7], and nonsuper- symmetric, tachyon free 0(16) × 0(16) heterotic string theory [8]. Lower dimensional variants of these models grow in number very rapidly but we do not count them as independent theories.One crucial step to the internal consistency of string theory is a proof of unitarity and finiteness. Without a consistent second-quantized formulation of string theory, however, one finds it difficult to prove the unitarity of string theory. One may argue the unitarity by appealing to the light-cone formalism of string theory a la Mandel
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stam [9]. Only physical degrees of freedom are kept and there are no time-like or longitudinal components propagating throughout the scattering process. However, this is not manifestly covariant, and its proof of hidden covariance is an another complicated calculational check. One may try to prove the Lorentz invariance by showing the equivalence between the light-cone formalism and a certain covariant formalism [10]. Still, this should not be regarded as a complete proof of unitarity, finiteness, and covariance since the above formal proof misses certain factorization limits of the scattering amplitudes which actually turn out to be the central source of potential unitarity violation. It is therefore important to examine this issue carefully.This thesis addresses the issue of unitarity of string theories. For concreteness, we mainly consider a closed orientable bosonic string theory in detail. Calculationally, this is the simplest model, yet the underlying physics is very similar to that of the open and closed bosonic string theory or the superstring theory. Unlike the standard point particle theory, the string theory doesn’t have any concrete set of Feynman rules for generic string field theories. This is an especially acute problem for the closed (super) string field theory, and its construction has remained as an important unsolved problem so far [11]. Therefore, we content ourselves with the proof of the unitarity of the on-shell scattering amplitudes. The scattering amplitude may be defined as a path integral over both the intrinsic string trajectory and its embedding into the target spacetime [12]. The spacetime covariance is manifest only if we choose a conformal gauge for fixing the worldsheet diffeomorphism symmetry. The gauge fixing requires a subtraction of the gauge volume through the standard Faddeev-Popov procedure. The gauge fixed path integral is most suitably described by introducing the diffeomorphism ghost fields. Combined with the original gauge fixed action, this results in BRST symmetry whose existence is traced back to the original conformal symmetry [13].This BRST formulation gives much useful information with which λve study the unitarity of scattering amplitudes [14]. We introduce a reparametrization ghost system cz, bzz which is the basis of one-forms in tangent and cotangent space of moduli
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space respectively. The Hilbert space of the resulting c = 0 conformal field theory is
Hstnng = H[Xμ, μ = 1,..., 26] ® H[cz, bzz} ® H[cz, bzz}

and an exterior derivative ‰sτ=∕ ⅛f*sτ
provides the Ηstring with a nice cohomological structure. The physical states are represented by

{Ker Qbrst∕ Im Qbrst}∙
What one has to check is the decoupling of unphysical states in the scattering amplitude. For this purpose, one may calculate the scattering amplitudes involving states in ImQβRST∙ Unitarity is guaranteed only if these states decouple. What one has to bear in mind is that there is a ghost charge duality in tangent space, so the decoupling of Im Qbrst automatically ensures the decoupling of (Ker <5brst)j^∙ The formal proof of the decoupling proceeds via the integration contour deformation [14] of the BRST current. Since the physical states are nonsingular when jbrst passes through, a complete deformation leaves <f> JBRST ∙ 1 = 0. However, this has to be understood with care, since when we factorize the scattering amplitude, the world sheet configuration approaches the boundary of the moduli space. The above contour deformation argument implicitly assumes that the moduli space is compact. The factorization is a fundamental local property of the scattering amplitude, and the unitarity provides the amplitudes with factorizability. λTolation of factorizability also means the loss of the analytic property of the scattering amplitudes, and eventually of the BRST invariance of the underlying two-dimensional field theory.Upon careful examination of the BRST invariance of the closed bosonic string scattering amplitudes, we find potential BRST anomalies. The sources of BRST anomalies are: (1) massless state tadpoles; (2) on-shell external two-point amplitudes;
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and (3) intermediate pole singularities of unphysical states at some momentum configurations. They all arise from the boundary of moduli space in a total derivative structure.Once the BRST anomalies are present, we must add local counterterms to restore the unitarity and the analyticity, hence the two-dimensional conformal invariance. We find that (1) the Fischler-Susskind mechanism [15,16], (2) the vertex operator renormalization [17, 18], and (3) the contact interactions [19] are the appropriate counterterms. It is probable that these constitute the only possible forms of counterterms.Extension of this proof to the superstring theory is straightforward. One has a supersymmetry on the worldsheet so that one has fermionic spacetime coordinates 
rψμ in addition to the bosonic coordinates Xμ introduced in eq. (1.1). Similarly, the path integral of string trajectory is extended to fermionic parametrization variables (worldsheet gravitino) [20]. Thus, after gauge fixing the super-diffeomorphism symmetry, one is left with the supersymmetric ghosts βzg and -yθ. The total Hilbert space is an extension of eq. (1.1) to

Wsuperstring = ft[Xμ, ψμ] ® ft[cz, hzz : ^,'θ, βzθ∖ ® H[cz, bzz : q0, β-zθ∖
with a supersymmetric BRST charge Qbrst∙ Worldsheet fermions may be given two inequivalent spin structures: Neveu-Schwarz [21] and Ramond [22] satisfying an- tiperiodic and periodic boundary conditions respectively. Spacetime supersymmetry is achieved only after a GSO spin structure projection. Therefore, the proof of unitarity and finiteness must be extended to incorporate both the worldsheet fermions and the spin structure summation. This is not a problem at all. Actual calculation in the lower orders of the string loop expansion shows a mathematical equivalence to the bosonic strings and the absence of tachyons. For superstring amplitudes, in particular, one wants to establish a precise statement of the nonrenormalization theorem [23] which exists once we have at least one spacetime supersymmetry.
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The present thesis [24] is organized as follows. Chapter 2 is about BRST invariant formulation of the string theory. Section 2.1 briefly illustrates BRST quantization method in a simple point particle field theory. In sections 2.2 and 2.3, we formulate BRST invariant Polyakov scattering amplitudes in terms of the punctured Riemann surface 'R'g,N∙ We illustrate this formalism with a simple calculation of a dilaton tadpole in section 2.4 [25], Using this formalism, we find the BRST anomalies in the form of total derivatives of moduli space integration in chapter 3. The one loop investigation is complete, proving that the divergence sources are a tadpole amplitude, an on-shell two point amplitude, and intermediate state singularity. In chapter 4, we describe the appropriate local counterterms we must add in order for BRST invariance to be restored. We explain in detail what spacetime interpretation we can give to each type of the local counterterms. The analysis of chapter 3 and 4 are on one-loop level. We consider two-loop and higher-loop BRST anomalies and the counterterms in chapter 5, essentially proving that leading BRST anomalies all cancel out by appropriate choice of counterterms.
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2. The BRST Quantization of String Theory

2.1 Introduction to BRST QuantizationIn classical physics dynamics are completely specified by equations of motion and initial data which provides the equation of motion with causal structure. Dynamical variables and their conjugate momenta form a phase space into which physical solutions are mapped. However, in many cases, we are interested in situations with dynamical constraints. The simplest example is a particle moving on a surface of sphere of radius R when we use spherical polar coordinates r, 0, φ as dynamical variables (constraint is c(r) — (r — β) =0 in this case). The constraints restrict the dynamical variables and their conjugate momenta to lie in a physically acceptable subspace of the phase space. In principle one imposes constraints at every stage of solving equations of motion. In practice we find it more convenient to extend dynamical variables to include auxiliary ones, the so-called ‘method of Lagrange multipliers’ [l]. This enlarges the phase space so that it has a higher dimension. It is precisely based on this observation that a physical phase space manifold, complicated by constraints, can be described in simpler way by embedding it in a higher dimensional, unconstrained, phase space.In quantum mechanics we need to quantize the dynamical variables. At the initial configuration this can be done once and for all with all of the conjugate pairs. However, constraints are now operator-valued and in general do not commute with the Hamiltonian. Therefore quantization cannot be consistently maintained at subsequent time given a quantization prescription at initial data spacelike hypersurface. As in the classical problem, we solve this problem by enlarging the quantum phase space including constraints as dynamical fields then truncating the Hilbert space to a subspacc that obeys the operator-valued constraint equations. What one does is to make a canonical transformation of the Hamiltonian such that the constraints are dynamical variables and the truncate terms with conjugate momenta to the constraint out. The result is a simultaneously diagonalized Hamiltonian and quantum constraint
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conditions [2].It is always possible to formulate constrained systems as gauge theories [3]. By gauge transformation we mean time-dependent transformation of the dynamical variables of extended phase space. An action is invariant under the gauge transformation or, equivalently, the Lagrangian is changed by a total derivative. However, the Hamiltonian which is derived from the extended phase space is not gauge invariant. One can make a time-dependent gauge transformation that vanishes at the initial data hypersurface and this is a gauge-theoretic manifestation of quantization problem mentioned above. Because of these gauge transformations, the Hilbert space is even larger than the Hilbert space for the extended phase space described above. The physical projection is implemented by demanding gauge invariance of Hilbert space states. This is an analog of demanding that the operator-valued constraints be satisfied in the extended phase space description. In covariant quantum field theories such as Yang-Mills theory, we must have a perturbative scheme to calculate quantum Green functions and subsequently S-matrix elements. However, a perturbative scheme is impossible without fixing the gauge arbitrariness. Also one wants to keep the manifest spacetime covariance of the theory. Canonical quantization does not fit into this procedure and standard method one uses is an indefinite metric (Gupta-Bleuler) quantization prescription [4].Beccei, Rouct, and Stora [5] and independently Tyutin [6] realized yet another scheme to fix the gauge invariance while maintaining a residual so-called BRST symmetry. BRST transformations correspond roughly to a fermionic gauge transformation. Therefore the BRST transformation must be nilpotent: {Qbrst, Qbrst} = θ where Qbrst is the BRST charge operator. This also makes the Hilbert space of the BRST formulation even bigger than the gauge theoretic or extended phase space Hilbert spaces. Physical states are manifestly BRST invariant elements in the subspace Ker Qbrst, annihilated by the BRST charge Qbrst∙ However, due to the nilpotency of BRST charge algebra, there are trivially BRST invariant states in the subspace of ïmQsRST· We therefore identify physical states as an equivalence class defined by a quotient space Ker Qbrst∣^α QbRST∙ Beccei, Rouet, Stora, and Tyutin
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showed that both the perturbative renorιnalizability and gauge invariance of physical S-matrices are easier to derive in this formalism.In this section we illustrate BRST quantization with the simplest gauge theory: Abelian gauge theory. First we briefly go through quantization in canonical and indefinite metric method and finally present BRST method.Abelian gauge theory is a theory of massless vector boson field. The Lagrangian is
C=-1-FμvF>iv, (2.1.1)

where F'u'= ∂Mi, - (2.1.2)
The action is invariant under a local gauge transformation

<SAμ = ¾Λ(z) (2.1.3)
with arbitrary spacetime-dependent function Λ(x). When coupled to matter, the gauge invariance implies a conservation of the gauge current. If we denote a matter current by a gauge invariant minimal coupling gives

£tot. = -⅛FμvFμt' + jff Aμ. (2.1.4)
Under the gauge transformation, eq. (2.1.4) changes by

‰t.=jf^Λ(x). (2.1.5)
Upon integration by parts, we find that the action is invariant if and only if the matter current is conserved.
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Canonical quantization of this theory is done by constructing a Hamiltonian and commutation relations between dynamical variables and their conjugate momenta (another method is by constructing a transition amplitude through path integration with the above Lagrangian which will be mainly used in the subsequent discussion of quantum string theory). Denoting
Ei = ∂0At-∂iA0 (2.1.6)

and
eijkBk = ∂lAj - ∂jAi, (2.1.7)—≠the conjugate momentum of A is Π=-⅛- = E (2.1.8)

∂A,0and Ao is not dynamical. By Legendre transformation, the Hamiltonian density is 
H = i(∏2 + B2) - A0V ∙ ∏ (2.1.9)

with the canonical commutation relation
[∏t∙(r,i),Ay(y√)] = -i^3∖x-y). (2.1.10)

However, given an initial data of A and ∏, we cannot consistently impose this canonical commutation relation at later time since a time-dependent gauge transformation modifies canonical variables. Under a time-dependent gauge transformation, the Hamiltonian changes into:
H→H, = Η-0oΛV ∙∏. (2.1.11)

We see that V ∙ H is a generator of time-independent gauge transformation. This means that the invariance of the Hamiltonian under time-dependent gauge transformation is equivalent to the invariance of Hilbert space state under time-independent
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gauge transformations. Therefore, restricting ourselves to gauge invariant states (or equivalently, local operators), we get a consistent quantization rule. That is, the physical Hilbert space is the subspace of the full Hilbert sapce which is annihilated by V ∙ ∏.All is well except that we lost manifest Lorentz covariance through the use of the canonical quantization procedure. Also this procedure, when applied to non-Abelian gauge theory, makes it impossible to develop a consistent perturbation expansion procedure. This is a serious problem, for example, if we need to prove renormal- izability and unitarity of the quantum gauge theory. What one does instead is to extend the phase space to include the auxiliary variable Ao as a dynamical field. One conventionally adds a kinetic term for the Ao field to the Lagrangian:
q./. = (2.1.12)

Another way to see this is through the path integral quantization. The partition function is defined by
Z = J DAμexp[- Id*x^Fμt,Fμι'} (2.1.13)

but there is a flat direction of the integrand precisely along the gauge orbit. This makes the functional integration ill-defined, and we need to add an longitudinal damping term of the form in eq.(2.1.12). With the gauge-fixing term eq.(2.1.12) added to the Lagrangian, the equation of motion is modified to
[gμv∂2 - (1 - a)¾⅛]A"((c) = 0. (2.1.14)

From this we find that the on-shell solution satisfies
∂2(βμAμ'>(x) = 0 (2.1.15)

and the gauge fields can be consistently solved for once initial data for Aμ and ∂μAμ
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are given over a spacelike hypersurface. In Gupta-Bleuler indefinite metric quantization, the equal-time commutation relation is modified and postulated to be
[∏',(it,i), A"(j,i)] ≈ yi (2.1.16)

consistent with the general covariance and the conjugate momenta are defined by
π,,= ∂C

μ ∂Aμn

= FQtl + agQil(dvAv). (2.1.17)
However, we immediately find that the gauge condition is incompatible with quantization since ∂μAμ does not commute with Ao due to eq. (2.1.16). At best we demand its quantum average over its positive frequency part be satisfied in the linear physical Hilbert space:

(phys.∖∂μAμ+^∖phys.) = 0. (2.1.18)
One can factorize the physical Hilbert states into products of transverse states and longitudinal and scalar states:

∖phys) = [transverse) ® ∖long. + scalar) (2.1.19)
where [long. + scalar) satisfies eq.(2.1.18). This means that the physical states are defined by an equivalence class since we can add arbitrary states of purely longitudinal and scalar mode excitations without modifying the physical spectrum. Due to the indefiniteness of commutation relation, we see that any such excitations have zero norms once they satisfy eq. (2.1.18). Equivalently, one finds that 
(long. + scalar∖Aμ(x)∖long. + scalar) can always be written as a total derivative of some spacetime dependent function.
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BRST quantization starts by promoting the gauge transformations to dynamics by introducing Grassmann-valued BRST ghost and antighost fields b and c, and a bosonic auxiliary variable ψ. From the gauge transformation of eq. (2.1.3), we replace
δAμ = e∂μc(,τ). (2.1.20)

Under this BRST transformation, the gauge fixing term is transformed by
δCshf' = -a(βμAμ) e∂2c. (2.1.21)

Therefore we add a new BRST ghost Lagrangian
Cgh. = b∂μ∂μc (2.1.22)

and postulate that the antighost b changes under BRST transformation by
δb = ea∂μAμ. (2.1.23)

Once this is done, the total Lagrangian is invariant under BRST transformations. Obviously any gauge invariant operators are BRST invariant. However the converse is not true in general. To match the counting of degrees of freedom we introduce an auxiliary bosonic field ?/>. Thus we write the gauge fixing term as
^√. = -^ + ≠(9X) (2.1.24)

and define
δb = tψ, δrψ = 0,

<Sc = 0. (2.1.25)
The BRST Lagrangian, which is a sum of the gauge fixing term and the ghost kinetic
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term, can be written as
CβRST = δ[b(x')(∂μAμ - ^-≠)],

or, using the BRST charge,
Qbrst √ z∕3→ τθ 

a xjBRSTι

J BRST — —icV ∙ Ê — i(<9°c)∏o,
as

C-BRST = {QBRST,b(∂μAμ - —≠)}.2α
A similar invariance exists for the anti-BRST transformation. Therefore, states satisfy

QβRSτ∖phys∙) = o = ζ}BRSτ∖phys.}

or equivalently
V ∙ Ê ∖phys.) = 0

and
∏o∣p∕iy5.) = ∂μAμ+^∖phys.} = 0.

(2.1.26)

(2.1.27)
(2.1.28)
physical
(2.1.29)

(2.1.30)
One also finds that the ghost and antighost form an indefinite metric Hilbert space. Let us see this by quantizing the ghost system. One can write the ghost
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Lagrangian as
£gh. = -∂μb∂fl( (2.1.31)

The conjugate momenta are
and

∏⅞ = ∂0c, (2.1.32)
πc = ∂0b, (2.1.33)

so that the Hamiltonian is
Hgh. = ∏c ∙ ∏δ + V6 ∙ Vc. (2.1.34)

Since the ghost and the antighost fields are independent of each other, we must satisfy
{b,c} = 0. (2.1.35)

Differentiating with respect to time, we get
{∏c,c} = -{δ,∏t} = -1,

{∏6,∏c} =0. (2.1.36)
Therefore one has an indefinite metric Hilbert space of the ghosts. Combined with the gauge field Hilbert space, the physical subspace consists of only positive norm states and hence has no ghost excitations. Combined with the BRST invariance condition eq. (2.1.29), one finds that this BRST invariant subspace is equivalent to the one derived from the Gupta-Bleuler quantization procedure.
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One finally needs to identify the physical subspace with Ker Qbrst∕^ωiQbrst∙ Suppose one start with a state in the physical Hilbert space. The state is BRST invariant since it is constructed out of the ghost and antighost creation operators and also by an arbitrary gauge-invariant field creation operators. Acting on another BRST gauge-fixing operator of the form eq. (2.1.28), we get a state in the Hilbert subspace Im‰srι
{QBRST,O}∖phys.) = QβRSτO∖phys.}. (2.1.37)

The norm of this state is equal to
{phys.\O+Q2BRSTO\phys.} = (phys.∖O+[QBRsτ∙, {QBRST,O}]∖phys.} = 0, (2.1.38)

and one finds that states in this subspace have zero norms, isomorphic to the zero norm states in Guρta-Bleuler formalism.From this argument it follows that the equivalence class, Ker Qbrst∕lιnQBRST, constructed by moding out the gauge direction from any subspace of the covariantiy gauge-fixed theory, generates a theory isomorphic to the physical theory obtained from canonical or indefinite metric quantized physical Hilbert space defined by constraint.
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2.2 BRST Invariant String Path IntegralIn the quantum theory of a point particle with mass m, the wave-particle duality enables us to write a transition amplitude as a sum over the phase along all possible particle trajectories [7]. We introduce a one dimensional metric g(t) along the particle trajectory and write the transition amplitude Z on the background of Gμv as a functional integration over g{t) as well as Xμ∙.

Z = fvX>*.Ι)g. exp[ j J - g-∖t)X,μ(t)X,l' (f)G‰(X))] (2.2.1)
with the boundary conditions at the end points specified. This is a manifest Poincaré and reparametrization invariant, where the latter follows from the invariant length (ds)2 = <∕(i) ∙ (c⅛)2 along the trajectory.In a similar manner, the first quantized string transition amplitude may be written as a phase sum over all possible trajectories with the given boundary conditions [8]. The trajectory of the string is a two dimensional manifold, hereafter called the worldsheet, and the sum over the history naturally includes the sum over all possible shapes of the two dimensional worldsheet geometries. This is conveniently described by a map Xμ(σ) from the two dimensional parameter space manifold of genus g 
∙Mg, σa ∈ -Mg to the target spacetime. In the first quantization, the geometry of the target spacetime is given, and the string represents fluctuations propagating on this background. The dynamical determination of the background geometry requires the second quantized formulation such as the string field theory. Still, one can examine a consistent string propagation by demanding conformal invariance of the first quantized string theory as will be discussed at length later. The most generally covariant action is

S = ∑[ λi(X)O⅛(σ)e-ι-2
i M

= f (γ)2√⅛2Γ(A') + i<,*⅛X'∙e⅝X‰(λ') + G-fi<liDlX, + ∙ ∙ ∙). (2.2.2) 
Here, e is a coordinate lattice cutoff to regularize the worldsheet short distance diver-
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gence, T is the string tension, and the ‘geometric couplings’ λ = T(X), Gμi,(X), D{X) etc. are dimensionless spacetime functionals associated with covariant worldsheet operators = 1, gab∂aXμ∂bXl', etc. The action is invariant under local world-sheet transformations of the following types:(1) Diffeomorphism:
σa → ηa(σ), gab(σ)dσadσb = gaι(η)dηadηb

(2) Weyl transformation:
S⅛>(σ) → Ω(σ) ∙ 50ft(σ), σa → σcι. (2.2.3)

Formally, the string path integral is [9]
Z ξξ∑29 = ∑ ∕ ⅞o∕(<η ∙exp[-‰⅛,Xμ)]. (2.2.4)

9 9 M„

The functional measure Dgaι and T>Xμ are defined by the metric [10]:∣0xq∣2 = y d2σ^δxμδxvιιμ^x),

andll⅛il∣2 = f <eσ^sgacs9ufy∙,∙9^ - i9-°9u) ∙ A(X) + 9∙c9ii ■ B(X∙)}, (2.2.5)
where ∫∕μp(X), A(x), and B(X) are some spacetime functions to be related to Gμp(X), T(X), and D(X) in eq. (2.2.2) by a renormalization procedure of worldsheet action 
S. One notes that the measures are diffeomorphism invariant but not Weyl invariant. However, we find that a total Weyl anomaly is cancelled if we choose D=26 or 10 for bosonic and supersymmetric strings respectively, thereby retaining the symmetries
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of eq. (2.2.3). We will strictly set the spacetime dimensionality to these critical values from now on. Therefore, with G = G∩iff ® Gweyl in eQ∙ (2.2.4) we choose a conformal gauge for gauge fixing:
Srα⅛(σ) = e^σ^αfe(mi). (2.2.6)

Here 0,α⅛(mi) is a fixed reference metric which depends on moduli parameters r∏i,i = 1, ∙ ∙ ∙, 3<? — 3 to describe a global structure of the worldsheet manifold Λ49. In each local coordinate patch, gab(mi) can be chosen as 0α⅞ so that a complex structure is manifest. The nontrivial moduli dependence comes from the global patching of coordinates. Still, there is a residual conformal symmetry which is a combination of a diffeomorphism and a Weyl transformation satisfying
∂aδηb + ∂bδηa = gab∂cδηc ≡ δφ(σ)gab.

We use complex coordinates z = cxp(i + iσ) compatible with the complex structure at each local coordinate patch with the reference metric gab(mi)∙ The most general coordinate transformation compatible with the complex structure turns out to be the conformal transformation
z → w(z') and z → w(z).

A gauge slice of eq. (2.2.6) is defined over the Teichmuller space with complex coordinates m⅛, i = 1, ∙ ∙ ∙, 3g — 3. The tangent space variation of the metric is written as
δgzz = ∂lgzzδmt + ∂lgzzδmt + 2Pizδηz, (2.2.7)

and
δgzz = ∂igzzδmt + ∂igzzδm-i + δφgzz. (2.2.8)

Here, φ is a conformal factor, ηz a diffeomorphism vector, and P↑ the differential
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operator mapping (1,0) vector field into (—2,0) tensors:
δtzz = (J∖δη}zz = Vzδgz

with an associated adjoint structure
(P+δt∖δη) = (δt∖P1δη).

One can further decompose ∂igzz into zero modes hizz of P1, called holomorphic quadratic differentials, and deformation orthogonal to them
&i9zz — z^iz 4^ hjzzι (2.2.9)

and similarly for ∂ιgzz. Using (2.2.8), eq.(2.2.5) can be written as
∣∣⅛∣∣2 = A(X) fdz^ dzgzz∖[P1(2δηz + vizδmi + v-zδm‰∣2

+4A(X)δmtδmL∖^Ml(hkzz∖hj-z,)

+B(X) I dz Λ ⅛∣ty + δmigzs∂igzz + δmlgzz∂lgz-z∖2. (2.2.10)
From eq. (2.2.9), we calculate M1iz

Mi = (μUhlll) ■ (ha\h,„r' (2.2.11)
where the Beltrami differential, μẑ , and the inner product are defined by

.,2 ,.zz a „fiiz — ^9zzι

(dliz∖hjzz) ~ J d"zμιzhjzz∙ (2.2.12)
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Therefore, the partition function eq. (2.2.3) can be written as
r 3j—3

∕∏j i=l dmi Λ dm-: ■
det(μi Jhjzz)det>'2(Λ,-,⅛li) Aat(^b"iι)∙ (2.2.13)

Here,
⅛(mi,m∙) = J Vol~∖CKV)VXVb'DcΙ)b'Dc exp[-Slillsτ(X,b,c : g)} (2.2.14)

is a conformal gauge-fixed partition function of spacetime coordinates and diffeomor- phism ghost fields bzz and cs and
SBRsτ(X,b,c : g) = S(X :g) + J d2z[bzzX-zcz + c.c.]. (2.2.15)

This yields the two-point functions
< Γ(z)Γ(w) >= - In ∖z - w∣

and
< bzz(z')cw(w) >= (z — w)-ι (2.2.16)

For a flat spacetime background, we have:
, 3ff-3^=∕∏'j i=l dmi Λ dmi

∣det'P1+Pι∣1∕2Vo∕(CT<y)

det(∕⅛∣Ajs2)det1∕2(hi^∣∕ij22)
⅛A-gzz∂z∂z}

f dz Λ d∑

-D∕2 (2.2.17)
The action S/jrst in eq. (2.2.15) is BRST invariant. The BRST transformation
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is deduced from the difFeomorphism transformation
SXμ = -e(cz∂z + cz∂z)Xl',

δcz = -ecz∂zcz,

δbzz = e[Gμ^(X )∂zXμ∂zXμ + Xzbzz ■ cz + 2bzz ∙ Xzcz}, (2.2.18)
where e is a constant Grassman c-number on the worldsheet.The energy momentum tensor is defined by a response to the change of action 
Sbrst with respect to that of worldsheet metric. The Xμ responds according to

Tzz = -^∂zXμ∂zXt'Gμv(X) + ∙ ∙ ∙,

Tzz = fzz. (2.2.19)
With a flat spacetime, the energy momentum tensor satisfies an operator algebra:

TzzTww = (2, - w)~4 + 2(z - w)~2Tww + (z - w)~l∂uTww. (2.2.20)
The first term is a manifestation of the conformal anomaly, and is related to the component Tz-z. The energy momentum tensor associated with the ghosts is [11]:

Tgh(z) = cXb + 2(Vc)6. (2.2.21)
The operator product expansion is

Tgh(z)Tgh(w) = -I3(z - wΓi + ⅛(z ~ w)~2Tgh(w) + (z - w)~1 ∂Tgh(w}. (2.2.22)
We find that the total conformal anomaly of eq.(2.2.20) and eq.(2.2.22) disappears only if the spacetime dimension is 26, and allows decouplng of the unphysical states by application of these Virasoro conditions.
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This can be compactly described by the BRST Noether current [20]:
jBRST =

= c,[T,,iX) + lr√⅛,,ci)] 
which satisfies the chiral current conservation law

∂-zJrrst = 0, ∂zJrrst = 0. (2.2.23)
Using energy-momentum conservation, we can show that these are equivalent to

7⅛ = 0 = T-zz, (2.2.24)
which is the condition for conformal invariance.In BRST formulation, there are nontrivial normalizable classical solutions of

v,0)⅛5 = o,

^7^(^)c(0) = θ
in a given background metric ga⅛. Because of these zero modes, the ghost density currents jz = czbzz and jz = czbzz are anomalous [13]

%j, = ⅛√^<2>
and

⅛⅛ = ⅛√sΛ*2,∙ (2.2.25)
Integrating this, we get the relation of the zero modes to the topological invariant of manifold Λ4s called Euler characteristic of the background worldsheet:
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(number of c complex zero modes) — (number of b complex zero modes)
≡ f [¾72 + ∂2j2-]

Ma

3= 2-X,
= 3∙(l-<z). (2.2.26)

We must couple the dilaton background to the diffeomorphism ghost fields starting from the action eq.(2.2.2). This is achieved by a dilaton coupled rotation defined by the new BRST transformation [14]
8Xμ = -e ∙ ew^∣∖cz∂z + cz∂z)Xμ,

i(eW(Υ)∕3 . cη = -ee8∕>(X)∕3c^2c^
d(e-4n(A’)/3-622) = e{Gfiv∂zXμ∂zXl'^∂zD{X‰cz+∂zbzz.cz+2bzz∙∂zcz). (2.2.27) 

New BRST invariant action is
Sbrst = f d2 z∖G μι,(X}∂zXμ ∂zXt, + bzzX-zcz + ^∂zD{X‰cz + c.c.] (2.2.28)

and the BRST Noether current becomes
jBRST = czg ∂zχndzχv + czbzz∂zcz - -^-cz∂lD(X). (2.2.29)

Z7Γ

This BRST invariant dilaton coupling will be used later when we construct local perturbations of spacetime backgrounds.
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2.3 Scattering Amplitude on the Punctured Riemann SurfaceIn the previous section, we defined the covariant, first quantization of quantum string through path integration and BRST invariance. A physically measurable quantity is a scattering amplitude directly compared to an experimental setup. We prepare with the ‘in’ and ‘out’ set of complete physical states at asymptotic past and future respectively. The unitary transformation of the prepared incoming particle Hilbert space states to the outcoming particle Hilbert space states coresponds to the scattering amplitude [15].First, to each asymptotic physical state of quantum number A and momentum p, we associate a local worldsheet vertex operator, denoted by V4(2 : p) with its position 
z on the worldsheet. The vertex operator represents a small fluctuation around the given background of quantum number A: δT(X),δG μt,(X),δD(}C) and so on. The partition function of eq. (2.2.3) is nothing but a generating functional of scattering amplitudes [16] Denoting a functional average of an operator O with the action eq. (2.2.3) by (Cl)background,

2(T + δT, Gμv + δGμv, D + δD, ■ ∙ ■) =< exp[-6.S'] >τ,Gμv,D,-

wheress = ∕ f⅛^te [∙5f⅛) ∙ ⅛0≈ : p) + ίόμ. ∙ Vur(z : p) + Zj5(p) ∙ Vd(,z : p)], 
with Vτ(2 : p) = exp [ip ∙ JV(√)],

Vμι,(z : p) - ∂gXμ∂,Xv exp[ip ∙ X⅛
Vd(z : p) = exp[zp ∙ X(z)]. (2.3.1)However, these set of local operators are not of conformal dimension (1,1) in general. This is because there arise operator mixings of operators with the same naive dimensions. First, we prescribe a normal ordering to cure the Weyl anomaly. Then, new
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invariant operators are Vr(V) = KT exp[⅛ ∙ X(z)],
Vg∖X) = κrj : ∂,X^8lX" : exp⅛ ∙ X(z)],

Vd{X : p) = KD[: ∂zXμ∂zXμ : θ*P⅛ ∙ (2-3.2)
for tachyon, graviton, and physical dilaton vertex operators respectively. We can generalize this procedure to arbitrary higher mass levels [17]. We explicitly displayed the vertex operator coupling constants κχ to emphasize that they differ for different particle states. Their renormalized coupling constants must satisfy the unitarity relation that we will derive below (cf. eq. (2.3.8)).A normal ordered vertex operator is equivalent to a string wave function defined on the rim of a small hole which is then shrunk to a point to get a local operator perturbation [18]. To see this, consider a surface where a vertex operator on a puncture is replaced by a small disc of radius δ centered at the puncture position. Then the amplitude computed by an insertion of the vertex operator is the same as the one found by doing the path integral over the disc whose boundary is 5,μ That is, the wave function equals the path integral of the vertex operator over the disc

Φ[X(z)] = ∣T>X∙ Va(z : p)exp[-S,(X)] 
with generic vertex operator of a form

Va(z : p) = O(∂X-, ∂X) exp[ip ∙ X](z). (2.3.3)
We may evaluate the wave function by using a change of coordinates

Xμ(z) = Xμ(z) + ξμ(z)

where Xμ satifies the classical equation of motion, while ξμ is a fluctuation satisfying
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the Dirichlet boundary conditions at ∂D∖ = S,χ. Then,
φPfMl = fτ>ξ- O(∂X + ∂()exp(ip (-ifd2(B(5(')exp(ip■ X - ί JdnX∂nX).

∂D (2.3.4)If we normal order the original vertex operators the integration is trivial. So we get
Ψ[Aλ(z)] = O(∂X∙, ∂X) exp(ip ∙ Ύ) (2.3.5)

modulo a renormalization of the vertex operator coupling constant. Note that the surface term drops out in the limit S goes to zero. This shows an equivalence between normal ordered vertex operators and string wave functions defined on the rim around the punctured disc.Next, we examine what kinds of string loop expansions and vertex operator normalizations are consistent with unitarity.An N-point scattering amplitude is defined by
N

iSN = (2π)i⅛<i‰ +p2 + ■ ∙ ∙ +pn) ■ At,<j>l,-- ■ ,iw)∕[∏(2√i,-1> ∙ 2p(,]i (2.3.6)i=l
where the reduced amplitude Λjy(pχ, ∙ ∙ ∙ ,py√) is

An = ∑∙Ag,N(pι,∙∙ ■ ,pn), 
a

√40 ,N
= C9 f 'Dgαb'DXti exp[hS⅛,X)] ∙ J ‡J d2σiV(σi,pi). (2.3.7)

l∖'QHere, g sums over all genuses with different weights Cg, and a sum over different topology is made at each given genus g. The normalization of vertex operators and the weighting factor Cg must be consistent with the unitarity of the invariant amplitude.
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So consider a generic g loop, N external state invariant amplitude √40ιyv∙ Factorization into M-particle discontinuity transforms this into a product of two invariant amplitudes integrated over all allowed phase space of intermediate states. Certainly, they are diagrams with Nι,gι and N2,g2 respacetively. The diagrammatics tell us that 
N = (JV^ι — M) -(- (Λγ9 — M) and <71 + <72 + (M — 1) = g. Rearranging this to eliminate M, we get

N + 2g - 2 = (M + 2i71 - 2) + (Λγ2 + 2g2 - 2)
We note that 2g — 2 is essentially the factor counting the string loop expansion coupling constant, which is accounted for by the vacuum expectation value of the dilaton field < D >= ∣logκ in eq. (2.2.2) [16]. Here κ is the renormalized string loop coupling constant. We also find that correctly normalized vertex operators are needed to satisfy unitarity. Now, consider a one-particle unitarity cut. The invariant amplitude must obey:

^(pι√∙∙ ,pn) = 52Api√ ∙∙ ,PL,~Pl) ∙ 
I

—i
(P2I + M])

■ Λ(Pl,PL+1, ∙ ∙ ∙ ,Pn)- (2.3.8)
Here, the intermediate sum is over all possible on-shell states with masses Mj.

In this section, we reformulate the above scattering amplitude in a manifestly BRST invariant way. At g-th order in the string perturbation expansion, the world- sheet has g handles, and N punctures associated with the vertex operator insertions. The Riemann surface of such type is denoted by √M3jjv.
We evaluated the partition function of closed bosonic string with an exact normalization in the previous section. Then the Polyakov prescription for an Ar-point, <7-l00p scattering amplitude -4<z(l,..., Λr) for a closed bosonic string is defined by the
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average of a product of vertex operators [17]:
λ 3ff-3 NΛ(ι..........v)= ∕ ∏ dr∏i A dr∏i I dzA A dzA

m3,0 i'=1 j λ=i

det(μJΛj)
det1∕2(hi∖hj) det, (-gzs∂z∂z)

(det,V+V,)1∕2 
-D∕2 ! N

(2.3.9)
f dz Λ dz

∏ Kb(ab) 
∖B=1 I X

Here, √Mff,o denotes the moduli space of genus-g compact Riemann surfaces TZgjo with local complex coordinates (m,∙, m,j at each slice (i — 1,..., 3g — 3). In tangent and cotangent space, we have associated one forms: Beltrami differentials and quadratic holomorphic differentials hizz respectively. The inner product between them is defined by
(βi∖hj) = y^ dz A dz μ↑zhjzz (2.3.10)

and (Λj∣⅛j∙) — ∕dz ∕∖dzgzz hizzhjzz. (2.3.11)
The vertex operators Va(za), A = l,...,Λτ are conformal dimension (1,1) highest weight states, and they are averaged over Xμ coordinates in eq. (2.3.9).A manifestly BRST invariant description of the scattering amplitude is formed by considering a genus g, N-punctured Riemann surface Tιg,N, and summing over all its conformally inequivalent configurations. The resulting moduli space Mg,χ [18] has a complex dimension (3g + N — 3). This formulation treats the vertex operator insertion points za on an equal footing with ra⅛,s, and this way, we will find all BRST anomalies can be traced from the same source: the boundary of moduli space √Ma,jv∙Given the vertex operators V4(2χ) θf conformal dimension (1,1), the BRST in-
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variant vertex operators [17] are
WAÄ ξ c^c^y4(^)j A = 1,...,N, (2.3.12)

in the sense that [Qbrst,Hmλ] =0 (2.3.13)
identically. Here βΒΕδΤ = /^^Τ.

j∙brst = c<-τw^χι∙-i + iwwc"∙aw^ + j⅛c-. (2,3.U)

In MgtN, Waa,s are modular (1,1) forms with respect to the moduli coordinates 
za, and TV-point correlation functions are (TV, N) modular forms. We can define a Beltrami differential μ^z dual to dz^ which induces a shift of zj↑ by unity. Locally, we can always find a vector field υ⅜ defining the tangent direction in M9tN- It is

⅛" = ⅛ (2.3.15)
and

VAz = V-zvza, A=1,...,TV. (2.3.16)These distributional Beltrami differentials are unique up to a ^-derivative of some vector field vanishing at every puncture.Cotangent space conjugate one-forms are defined by scalar products
(∕M∣δ) ≡ ∕ dz Adz HzAsbzz = j> ^^ivAbz^ (2.3.17)

and together with conjugate one-forms associated with moduli variables miandm∙
(μi∖b) ≡ I dz A d'z μztibzz, (2.3.18)
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the volume form of the moduli space Λ4<7jjv is written as
3g-3 N

dV(Mg,x} = JJ dr∏i A dmi∣(μi|ό)∣2 JJ dzA Λ dzA∣(μyl∣6)∣2. (2.3.19)t=l Λ=lTherefore, we can rewrite eq. (2.3.9) as an integration over moduli of Λ4i,jjγ with combined Xμ and (bzz,cz) conformal field theory of central charge c = 0:
A,≥2(l,...√V) = J ∕rfV(Λ⅛y) ∏ Wa^(zλ)

Mg,N Λ=l
N

X,b,c
. 3g-3 N

∕ ∩ dmi A dmi π dzA A dzA i=l A=l (2.3.20)
∣3g-3∏ IW< ∏ I⅛2j∣6)!2wλsjs(^b)

j=i β=l X,b,c

N

Taking c-zero modes for g = 0,1 cases, the same amplitudes can be expressed for all g and N. The equivalence between eq. (2.3.9) and (2.3.16) also explains the proper 
(bzz,cz') ghost insertion rules with respect to each puncture generated by conformal dimension (1,1) operator (i.e., marginal operator) perturbations, which will be used in chapter 3.There seems to remain a puzzle. From cq. (2.2.2), we find that a dilaton field condensate < D(X) >= ∣logκ generates a multiplicative factor κ~λ9 to the g-loop string path integral in eq. (2.2.4). String coupling constant is part of string dynamics. This result is also consistent with the unitarity relation that we discussed following eq. (2.3.7). However, in the BR.ST gauge fixed formulation, it appears that we do not get a relation between the string coupling constant and the dilaton condensate. The dilaton turned out to interact with the ghosts through a derivative coupling as in eq. (2.2.28) and the action does not say anything whether the dilaton is condensated or not. The resolution is in the definition of path integral of eq. (2.2.14) or equivalently of eq. (2.3.20). Due to the ghost number anomaly relation eq. (2.2.25), the path
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integration measure in eq. (2.2.14) must take into account of insertions of bzz and cz zero modes. This is explicitly shown in eq. (2.3.20) through ∣(μj∣δ)∣2 insertions. We observe that dilaton condensate scales the ghost and the antighost fields according to
bzz → e-∣<^)> bzz

and
c* → e⅛<D(X)> f,z (2.3.21)

But this means that the path integrals of eq. (2.2.14) and eq. (2.3.20) are multiplied by and correctly reproduce the coupling constant multiplicative factor
κ~λ'9.
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2.4 Example-Calculation of the Dilaton TadpolesIn previous sections, we showed that the path integral over the punctured Riemann surface corresponds to a N point on-shell g-loop scattering amplitude. In this section, we confirm this by an explicit calculation of simple scattering amplitudes already known. The Riemann surface we are considering is a disc with one puncture and a real projective plane with one puncture. We construct them from the annulus and the Möbius strip by taking a shrinking hole limit.This calculation is important in another respect too. In string theory, solutions of the classical equations of motion are equivalent to conformally invariant sigma models. Therefore, Gell-Mann-Low beta functions [19] of string condensate fields vanish. Actually, one has to minimize the quantum effective potential, that is,
∑ {Vl)j = 0 (2.4.1)

genus

for all vertex operators denoted by subscript A, and the sum is over string quantum loops. Equation (2.4.1) is on-shell only for massless particles, since momentum conservation requires the vertex operator to carry zero momentum. Tree level approximation generates the beta functions for massless fields. In particular, the dilaton one-point function determines the effective action for massless fields [20].The calculation goes schematically as follows: we first prescribe the one-point amplitude on the annulus (C2) and Möbius strip (M2) topologies. In the limit that the small hole shrinks to a punctual state, we get a zero momentum tadpole of scalar particles. We extract the logarithmic divergence and its residue to get a massless state amplitude by the standard LSZ reduction formula. Finally, we work out the amplitudes with equivalent operator insertions on D2 or RP2 topologies. The ghost contribution terms may be crucial in extracting consistent loop corrected beta-functions of a string propagating in background fields [21].The world-sheet topology of interest can be described by a rectangle A2 with a
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metric
(ds)2 = (dσ-ι)2 + λ2(dσ2)2 = dz ∙ dz, (0 ≤ Λ ≤ ∞), (2.4.2)

σi, σ2 ∈ [0,1], ζ = σ1 + zλσ2.
Α2 can be mapped into the cylinder C2 or the Möbius strip A∕2 through a mapping

w = exp[27∏z]. (2.4.3)
As λ → ∞, C,2 and Af2 become the disc P2 and the real projective plane IiP2 respectively with a puncture at the center. The inner circles of C2 and Λ∕2 are parametrized by t, and the off-shell state is described by Xμ(t).The string one-point off-shell amplitude can be written as:

G(1) = ∕ i Bu ■ DX“ s1i,λ 
V(Ditt.S1)J V(Diff.)0V(W) (2.4.4)

and
Sfevj= ∣ ∕>σ√⅞∙t⅞X-⅞A''

Mhi g 8π
- i8τr J

LM+ 8? ' dtK
∂M

ί d2σy∕gR + 2 i dtK 
M ∂M

+

where K denotes the extrinsic curvature on the boundary.The second term signifies a string loop expansion via topology, and the last term is a Weyl anomaly counterterm. The punctual state we are interested in is described
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by a constant map [22]:
X%(t) = X∣i, Xμ = X⅞ + δX>1. (2.4,5)

With this prescription, the amplitude (2.4.4) can be written, after metric gauge fixing,
G(0 = I/Ίλ yo^c~κvι [⅛t P÷P]1∕2 [det Δ]-f⅝2 cxp[-5(⅞)]. (2.4.6)

μw~P denotes the Weil-Petersson measure. The factor ∣ is included to take care of the orientation reversing discrete transformation
σι → 1 — σ 1, σ 2 → σ∙2. (2.4.7)

We now briefly describe the boundary conditions. The diffeomorphism vector fields 6ξα(σ) satisfy [23]:
gabna⅛b = 0, 

∂M

gab(ncta + natc)Xcδζb = 0. 
∂M

(2.4.8)
The vectors na and ta denote the inward normal vector and the tangent vector, respectively, on the boundary ∂M. Therefore, we have

6ξ1(σ1,σ2) = Sξ1(σ1 + l,σ2)
¾<5ξ1(σ1,σ2 = 0) = 0 = ¾∣5ξ1(σ1,σ2 — 1)

and <5ξ2(σ1, σ2) = <Sξ2(σ2 + 1, σ2)
0ξ2(σ1,σ2 = 0) = 0 = ⅛ξ2(σ1,σ2 = 1). (2.4.9)

The Weil-Petersson measure, and the Faddeev-Popov ghost determinant can be
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calculated for the metric (2.4.2)
∣5

and
μw~P V(CKV) = √λ,

[det P+jP]1∕2 = √2λe-,rλ∕3 ∩(1 - e~4,rnλ)2∙n>l (2.4.10)
For Xμ field, the boundary condition is such that

0X'1(σ1,σ2) = δXμ(σ1 + l,σ2),
∂26Xμ(σ1,σ2 =0) = 0,

and
0Xμ(σ1,σ2 = 1) = 0. (2.4.11)

Therefore the scalar Laplacian determinant is
det Δ ≡ det(-gab∂a∂b)

n2 ≥θ 
n∣ — Z

4τr2n^ + (n2 + |)2= π

By Sommerfeld-Watson evaluation, we get
-D∕2[det∆]-z,∕2 2e-τλ∕3∩(l + e-4πnλ)2 

ra>l
(2.4.12)

Finally, the solution Xq to the boundary condition (2.4.5) and ∂2Xq (σ1,σ2 = 0) = 0
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is simply
Xq (σ1, σ2) = Xμ, (2.4.13)

and s[Xθ] = 0. Therefore, substituting equations (2.4.9), (2.4.11), and (2.4.12) into eq. (2.4.6),
G'(∕) = 2~D/2 ( d∖e**λ ∩ [(1 - e-4,rnλ)2(l + e~47rnλ) o n>1

≡ G(Xμ).

The momentum space one-point string amplitude is defined by
(2.4.14)

z(2π)130^∖p)G(p) = J dDXμ exp[ipX]G(Xμ). (2.4,15)
So,

4τrnλ ∖ 2iG(p =0) = 2-β∕2 y<∕λetaλ∏ (1 + e-4'"λ)-μ,-2t
2Γ ∕<tt÷i , m

n n=0
2D∕2

2T ΣUB{∣∣-, 
rfl — ( n —
⅛(n,29)

1 + e-4a∙raλ
λ

2T
(p2 — {n — l)8τrT) (2.4.16). p2=0

2d∣2 ∕-t pi _ in _ i)87ry, 
n=0 J32=0

ο∞

and dβ(n,D') denotes the “bare” degeneracy of the nth mass le∖rel. In particular,
d(n = 0,29) = 1, off-shell tachyon, (2.4.17)

d(n = 1,29) = —(29 — 2) — 4, on-shell dilaton.
When the punctual state limit is taken, we need to renormalize punctures so that the propagator takes the canonical form —z(p2 + M2)^^1. This “wave-function” renormalization can be determined by considering the off-shell propagator [21] in the punctual
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state limit. The appropriate coordinate boundary conditions are:Vo(σ1,<r2 = 0) = xf,, γ0μ(σ1,σ2 = i) = γ".and
δXμ(σ1,σ2 = 0,1) = 0.The classical action becomes S(,Y0) = T(χ<! _ χιC)2.

With these modifications, the propagator is

(2.4.18)

(2.4.19)
∞G(.γf, γp = ro'2 ί ∏ [l - e

λ rc≥l -4τrnλ -(D-2) (2.4.20)
The momentum space propagator isi(27r)D^(p1+p2)G/(pi,p2) = ί f dDXtdDXfexp[i(p1Xi+p2Xf)}G(Xl,Xf).(2.4.21)This gives iG(pι = -p2 = p)LXJg)°zy<∕Aexp

2T
(p2 — 8πT,) ∏[

n>l
1 — e' -4πnλ1-(0-2)

(2.4.22)]Γzn(P)[p2-(∕ι-l)87rΓ]-1.Jl=0and “wave-function” renormalizations Zn(D') of interest are
Zn=o(D') — 2T(π∣T}d∣2 off-shell tachyon,Zw=1(P) = 2Γ(P - 2)(τr∕T)n∕2 on-shell dilaton. (2.4.23)

Therefore, eqs. (2.4.15), (2.4.16), and (2.4.22) enable us to extract the punctual
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dilaton tadpole amplitude
D(p = 0) ≡ +iρ2G(p2) (Zn=1) 1/2Tr(l)jVXjV=(⅛) 6 ÷ (2.4.24)

where we include the Chan-Paton factor [24] for the gauge group SO(N) on the outer boundary of C*2∙Next, we evaluate the same amplitude for the Möbius strip. In terms of the coordinate (σ1,σ2) of eq. (2.3.2), it is identified with
(σ1,σ2) — (σι + 1,— σ2 ÷ l)mod2 (2.4.25)

Therefore, the boundary conditions for the diffeomorphism vector are
<5ξ1(σι + 1, —σ2 + 1) = 0ξ1(σ1,σ2),

<Mξ1(σ1,σ2 = 0) = 0 = ∂2<5ξ1(σ1,σ2 = 1),and >5ξ2(crι + 1, -σ2 + 1) = -6ξ2(σι, σ2),
<5ξ2(σι,σ2 = 0) = 0 = 0ξ2(σi,σ2 = 1). (2.4.26)

Similarly, the boundary condition for Xμ(σ} are
X"(σ*,σ2) = X*,

iλ",(σ1 + 1, -σ2 + 1) = Mf'(σ,,σ2),and
δXμ{σ1,σ2 = 0) = 0 = 6Xμ(σ1,σi = 1). (2.4.27)

The evaluation of the determinants is straightforward, and the one-point string
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amplitude reads oo
G,(Xμ) =λ-i d∖e*λ ∩ [(1 - (—)ne"^πnλ)2(l + (-)*e→"λ)-Bl , (2.4.28)o n>1

The factor ∣ again comes from the order of the mapping class group of the Möbius strip in unoriented open string theory. Therefore,
iG'(p = 0) = - ί d∖eπλ ∩*' 1^∙×∙fcln>l L

n c-τrnλ∖l-(~)we 1 + (-)we-,rnλ
λ871∕j∖ J_L— J2⅛(n,P)exp θ n=θ∞ j∕ ί

= 2TY- 2 dB(n’ 
n2 — (n —

) (1 + (_)«e-™A)-(D-2) 
(p2 — (n — l)87rΓ) p2=0

⅜f(n,D)p2 — (n — l)8πT n=o v , (2.4.29)and again d'B(b, D^) denotes the “bare” degeneracy of the nth mass level. Also,d,(n = 0, D) — 1 off-shell t achy on,
dl(n = 1, £)) = +(P — 2) + 4 on-shell dilaton. (2.4.30)

Renormalizing the wave-function of the puncture the dilaton tadpole amplitude of 
RP2 is (‰=ι)-1∕2D,(p — 0) = ip2G(p2)= +4√3τ77r-13∕2 6 +p2=0 (2.4.31)

D-2Equations (2.4.23) and (2.4.31) are the results of the dilaton tadpole amplitudes. The first term of each equation denotes the previously calculated dilaton vertex operator tadpoles [25]. These tadpoles cancel with each other when the gauge group is chosen to be SO(2∙d∕2). The off-shell zero momentum tachyon tadpoles also have been calculated [26], and the off-shell prescription automatically ensures that the off-shell tachyon tadpole is finite.

∞
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The second terms of eq. (2.4.23) and (2.4.31) however were not found in the previous calculations in terms of vertex operators. Of course, they cancel each other if the above gauge group is chosen. Similar terms have been considered previously within the context of a two loop vacuum amplitude factorization [27]. This term looks obscure within the context of tadpole calculation using vertex operators. We want to interpret them arising from some conformal dimension (1,1) operator at zero momentum. For this purpose, we consider the BRST invariant action of a string moving on background condensates, considered by Banks et al., [28]
S=y d2z[∂Xμ∂XvGμl,(X') + {2bzz∂zcz + ∣<¾(Φ(A‰c*) + c.c.}] (2.4.32)

and for simplicity, we consider only graviton and dilaton condensates. The one-point amplitude of massless particles in conventional vertex operator language corresponds to the linear approximation of eq. (2.4.32) in a flat background spacetime. The first term of eq. (2.4.32) generates, in particular, the trace part of t>Gμv(x), which is proportional to
J d2zημv∂zXμ∂zX,'eik-χ, ½2 = 0. (2.4.33)

Similarly, the ghost couplings generate the vertex operator proportional to
∕ d2z[∂z(bzzczelk'x) + c.c.], fc2 = 0. (2.4.34)

The right combination to give the dilaton vertex operator was derived in the previous section (also derived in ref. [29] ) which is
2T

y/D
∂zXμ∂zXμeik'x - 12τrT ∂z(bzzczelk'x') + c.c. : I . (2.4.35)r≠2≈c

At zero momentum this reduces to 1⅛√'∙∙C
∂zXμ∂zXu - 12τrT [∂z(bzzcz') + c.c.]: (2.4.36)

Comparing this with eqs. (2.4.23) and (2.4.31), we see that the second terms of
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these equations are generated by the insertion of
D-2

∕ di z{∂z{bzzcz + c.c.)} (2.4.37)
4 1 6

= A
D - 2 2πT 8 y d2zy∕gR^ + 2 y di K

Λ1q ∂Mqwhere A denotes the numerical coefficient of the first terms in eqs. (2.4.23) and (2.4.31) and we used the ghost current anomaly equation of eq. (2.2.23) generalized to a manifold with a boundary:
1⅛∕) ≡ f ∂,j°h°∙' = I j√JR<2> + I y K. (2.4.38)

M0 ∂Mq

In eq. (2.4.37), the manifold Mq to integrate over is clearly D% or RP%, since we have already taken the singular puncture limit and replaced the puncture by an equivalent vertex operator insertion. Therefore, eq. (2.4.37) becomes
= for Λ'∕o = -C>2 or RP2

(full treatment of ghost current contributions could be done explicitly by including ghosts in Polyakov path integration ). This argument can be shown explicitly through a careful treatment of vertex operators in the factorization of a (generically higher genus Riemann surface) bosonic string amplitude [30].Suppose we have an ιV-point amplitude on D2 or RP^· When all N moduli are near the origin, the D2 or RP2 degenerate into an N + 1-point amplitude on a sphere 
S2 whose one extra operator insertion comes from a tadpole on D2 or RP?· This degeneration could be understood as the following procedure. Draw an imaginary closed path around which pinching occurs. We have two surfaces by this procedure: 
D2 © C2 for the original D2 amplitude, and D2 φ M2 for the original RP2 amplitude.
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All the N vertex operators are inside Do. which is a result of the dissecting process. We give a Dirichlet boundary condition on the imaginary closed path, and integrate over all possible reparametrizations on the path to make the whole amplitude Weyl- invariant. As the pinching is performed, the original amplitudes factorize into the following form:
{Vι... Vn}ς,2 or κp2

— I∑ (V1... VNO(n)}S2{»} p2=0 D2 01 RP2
(2.4.39)Lp2 + Λ∕2

where {n} runs over all conformal dimension (1,1) operator sets. This contains, in particular, the operator set of eq. (2.4.36), which generates a logarithmic divergence due to the zero momentum propagator of these massless states. The Fischler-Susskind mechanism was shown to provide a consistent background solution by cancelling these infinities [31]. Obviously, the world-sheet curvature or ,equivalently, a ghost current insertion contributes to the Gell-Mann-Low ^-function of the dilaton.At this point, it is worthw,hile to mention why only physical states appear as we take an on-shell limit both in the two point propagator eq. (2.4.22), and the one point tadpoles eq. (2.4.16) or eq. (2.4.29). Actually, this is a general feature of the open Dirichlet boundaries [21 ]. Recall that our off-shell amplitudes are defined to be invariant under the local worldsheet symmetries. This essentially guarantees the decoupling of the unphysical states in the on-shell limit, since any anomalous contribution to the worldsheet symmetries cannot appear and the longitudinal degrees of freedom give, at most, surface terms which vanish as the boundary runs off to infinity. Alternatively, a semi-off-shell amplitude with open Dirichlet boundaries can be reduced into an on-shell scattering amplitude without the boundaries. It is easy to sec that the amplitude agrees with the dual scattering amplitude evaluated with additional ‘physical state’ vertex operators, corresponding to each Dirichlet boundary. Either argument proves that unphysical states such as the trace of the graviton never appear in the on-shell limit of the Dirichlet open boundary. (This relationship between
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the local worldsheet symmetries and the spacetime symmetry was exploited in the second paper of reference [21])
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3 BRST Anomalies in One Loop Scattering Amplitudes

3.1 Degeneration of One Loop Scattering AmplitudesAs alluded to in the previous section, potential BRST anomalies can arise when the world sheet Riemann surface lZgiN becomes degenerate. In this section, we evaluate the BRST anomalies explicitly by examining all possible degeneration configurations.Consider, for this purpose, (7V + l)-point scattering amplitudes involving N physical vertex operators and one unphysical state, represented by {Imζ)BRSτ}, which is supposed to decouple from a physical scattering process [1]. In this chapter, we examine the lowest order radiative correction, namely a torus Th diagram:
∏ d2-h√IOr∣0∣2 Λ=l

N■ ∏ l(l<fl∣*)∣2wee ■ W⅛+1⅛+,))li. (3.1.1)
5=1Here, C(g=±) denotes a combinatoric factor that satisfies the factorization condition eq. (2.2.8). We choose the (N+l)-st vertex operator* to be a representative of {TmQBRST}: ^ΛΓ+l(^+l) = {ΦBRST,cVjv+1(2jy+l)}= ∕ ⅛s¾ι⅛+.)∙ i3∙1'2'

ω=zjv+ι

Λ‰(l,...,A + l) = ⅛l) I d2τ f

This will be useful later once we choose V^+1(^jy+ι) to be a physical vertex operator.
* We take ½v+ι other than the dilaton vertex operator, in which case we must consider the 

holomorρhic and anti-holomorphic pieces together [2].
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One may also consider a longitudinal stateW,λγ+i(∙2λγ+i) = {Qsast^Kv+1(λv+i)}= - ∕ ⅛ct⅛⅛÷'>W=⅛Γ+1but the following argument is exactly same in this case also. We will unwrap the BRST current contour around V⅛v+ι and move it to other regions [3] using the worldsheet analytic property of the integrand in eq. (3.1.1). Since
[<3brst,W,wj]=0, B = 1,...,N, (3.1.3)

the only nontrivial term comes from [4]:
{Qbrst, (μΛ∣i>)} = (λ*a∣2^xγ). (3.1.4)

This gives a total derivative with respect to the modulus zA, which is the source of the BRST anomaly. Consider the degeneration limits of the amplitude Λg=∖ (1,..., JV⅛ 1) of eq. (3.1.1). These configurations are conformally equivalent to the ones achieved by the following transformation* of the complex za moduli coordinates
za - zn+1 = twA (½≥⅛ + l), (3.1.5)

and w*+ι = 1Actually, we need a more careful treatment of the coordinate transformation, since the worldsheet needs a specification of local coordinates around the pinching point. The correct method is to use a Riemann normal coordinate expansion between za and 27v+l∙ This often gives an extra piece to the conformal anomaly in factorizations [14]. Still, the factorizations that we discuss are free of this complication and we use the coordinate transformation eq. (3.1.5).
* In paper [5], the Susskind-Fischler mechanism in open and closed bosonic string theory was 

studied using this transformation.
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Under this coordinate transformation, the integration measure in eq. (3.1.1) is transformed into:
{d2τ ∏ d2 za) = (d2r ∏ d2 za) ∙ d2/|/|2Ä_2fc~2 ∙ ( fj d2wβ), (3.1.6) A=l Λ=l D=k+2since this measure is an invariant density under the coordinate transformation of 

M-g,N∙ Also, using (3.1.4),
( {<5bRST, (∕U∣6))<‰)) = (⅛λ∣Γ2,)<‰)) = (θ⅛4))

where 0(za) *s a (θ,l) modular form with respect to za. Therefore, the A = k -f- 1 derivative term becomes a total derivative in t modular integration. It is
∕(λ∏λ) (∏∕-¼4r-M

I NN ∖∙(lO^r∣i)l‰+lΓ4)∙ ∏ l(w>∣i)∣2∙ ∏^i'∙⅛⅛+1)) (3.1.8)
∖ D=k+2 E—l ∕ τ2

There are other terms involving total derivatives in the wa. However, it is easy to show that these terms do not generate any nonvanishing contributions at t — 0. The boundary of Imr → ∞, we will discuss at the end of this section.It is appropriate to recapitulate a heuristic argument why the BRST anomaly appears in the degeneration limit as described above. In the degeneration configuration, we try to deform the BRST current around the (Ar + l)-th puncture. Deformation generates new closed BRST current contours around the other punctures at k +1,..., N, and a node denoted as P. Contours around punctures vanish due to eq. (3.1.3). However the closed contour at the node P is singular in the following sense: the contour must contract to an ill-defined “point loop” if we try to pull the contour into the other side past the other node denoted as Q. Only after we can accomplish this the
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BRST invariance is guaranteed. The singularity mentioned above as a surface term is an obstruction to the stripping off of the BRST current, and hence generates a BRST anomaly. Equivalently, by representing the nodes P and Q as states in the string Hilbert space of BRST cohomology ( as will be described in the following paragraph), unphysical state propagation is signaled by nonvanishing action of Qbrst on the nodes.The correlation function in eq. (3.1.8) is written as
l(μr∣δ)∣2 ∏ l(μ⅛)l⅛)l2wσc(μ⅛+1 +1)∣6). ιrt+1',=+1

C=l

n - ∖∏ ∣(∕z(zλγ+1 + twd)∖1>)∖2Wdd ■ t⅛1⅛1) ∖ (3.1.9)P=A+2 ∕ 72
We may insert a complete set of highest weight states, i.e., primary fields {φj} of conformal dimension (Λj,Λj) propagating on the collar between two necks P and Q [7]. We describe the collar as a cylinder C — D∕ — {<v+1} where D∕ denotes a, disc of radius twj around the point 27y+1. The length of the cylinder is log ∣∕∣"1 as t → 0. Then, eq. (3.1.9) becomes

I

i⅛⅛)l(∕<r∣∕>)∣2 ∏ l<MΛ∣fc)∣2H~1'i∖ Λ=l ∕ τi

N■ ( (μ,∣6)I-7t+lt+1(() ∏ Kμ(<∞5)l⅛)l2n,flfl(i∞s) ∙ ¾1(0)⅛(i∞∕)∖ 
B=k+2 ∕ &

after a uniform shift of wa coordinates on S% using SL(2,C) invariance.
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The intermediate states φι may be written as [3]
Φl(z) = c-zczVι(z), (hj = hi)· (3.1.11)

Using the fact that is a conjugate one form with respect to z^, we that 
(μ(tw)∖b) ~ (∣)(μ(w)∣6) as t → 0.

Therefore, we have^i--1∣i∣Δ,-2(7V-⅛-1)ju7∣Δj . ∕∖m^ccVi(zj) ■ ∏ ∣M<WmΛ 
I ∖ A=l i T2

N .∖cUjy+ι(0)ccVfc+ι(l)c<9ccV∕(w∕) ∙ J"∣ ∣(μB∣6)∣2Wββ ) (3.1.12)
B=k+2 ' S2where

k
∆1 = (p2j+ m21), pi = 57pi-, mi = mass of V;. i=lFrom eq. (3.1.8) and (3.1.11), the moduli space boundary term is

£ Λ=ι(l,.. ∙ J; n ∙ t>i(pi) ■ A0g=0(I-, k +1, ∙ ∙., N + 1) (3.1.13)
with

2>i(w) = I d2t^-t Q∣∕∣δ') ∣ω∣δ^ (3.1.14)
unit
disc

Λz=l(l,∙ ∙ ∙,k', I)

and
Λ‰(∕5fc + l,...,Λr÷l) =
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ί Π ^^/cVj+jioj-cch+iiij-caccV/iw/) ∏ ∣⅛BWI2w,fliι∖ · 
v, A=k+2 ∖ B=k+2 ! s2

(3.1.16)
In this expression, {∕}-summation means the sum over degenerate states allowed by the selection rule. X<7=ι is the scattering amplitude of 1, ∙ ∙ ∙, k partial vertex operators, and one intermediate state of momentum pj = Y^=ιPi∙ All the information on the boundary behavior of the moduli space is summarized in T,ι(pι) of eq. (3.1.14).Also, we note a choice-dependent factor a in ι>∕(i,∕), which is traced back to the “off-shell” states of Vfs for general momentum pj,s. This has been observed in the two-loop vacuum amplitude factorization [8], and in the context of the dilaton tadpole factorization of open bosonic strings [9]. This arises because the conformal invariance is broken, and the amplit ude involving “each” separate Vj insertion explicitly depends upon the choice of the wj position on the world sheet. However, the whole expression (3.1.13) is a conformally invariant statement.Now, eq. (3.1.14) is

1α|Δ ∕ rf2⅛ (Ι|ί|Δ) ξ e¾ 1q,δ ∕ rf2⅛ (Ι|ι|Δ)=⅛ [-5∣q∣t∣δaπi, ∣∕∣<edisc , , “ (3.1.17)by using analyticity away from t = 0 and the Stoke’s theorem. Therefore, for Δ ≤ 0, we have a nonzero P∕(p∕) and BRST invariance is lost.One must not regard the BRST anomalies as arising from a short distance physics in spacetime. String theory has a fundamental scale parameter, the string tension, and it is impossible to squeeze a string down below this size. The BRST anomalies we encountered come from worldsheet short distance physics. Actually short distance singularity of worldsheet corresponds to a larger and larger spacetime domain fluctuation so it is rather in a spacetime infrared singularity limit that BRST symmetries become anomalous.
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3.2 Structure of BRST AnomaliesWe now examine the k = 0, 1, and k < 2 cases separately for an explicit calculation. The BRST anomalies have distinctive structure for each case.The case k = 0 corresponds to a one-loop tadpole configuration. Eq. (3.1.13) can be written, using eq. (3.1.17) and pj = 0, as
- j Jim lα'eΓ2 ∕ d2τ∙ {∖hlr∖b)∖2ccVτ{zι))τ2

N(0) ∙ cc½(l) ∙ c∂ccVτ{w1) U ∖(μβ∣δ)∣2fy-s5 
B=2

∕ d2γ {∖Mb')∖2ccvD(zi))τ2

N‰(0) ∙ cc½(l) ∙ c9ccVd(∞) ∏ \^B\b)\2WBB 
B=2

S2

S2

(3.2.1)
The first term is the anomaly due to the off-shell tachyon, and the second is the one due to an on-shell graviton and a dilaton. The tachyon anomaly is a pathology of generic bosonic strings, which we want to eliminate by considering supersymmetric string theories instead. The on-shell graviton/dilaton BRST anomaly is a physical anomaly, in the sense that it has a spacetime local interpretation, and even for supersymmetric strings it is known that this tadpole can arise in certain circumstances [10]. Therefore, we mainly concentrate on the second term in eq. (3.2.1).Next, k = 1 generates an on-shell two-point function. We assume no degeneracies in the particle spectrum. Then only one state contributes in /-summation in
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eq. (3.1.13). It is
-i Ii(2rΛ(∣(∕∙rl⅛)∣2∣(μ≈l⅛)∣2IV"∙∞E,(zi)}τι

Wββ∖N ! N■ ∕ ∏ d2wA ι cVy+1(O) ∙ cc½(l) ∙ c∂ccV∕(∞) ∩ I(μβ∣δ)∣2 
J A=3 ∖ B=3

a BRST anomaly for each vertex operator Wzaza. By our assumption, ccVj(zj) ≡ 
W11(z = zι), and the first correlation of eq. (3.2.2) is just the two point function on a torus.

(3.2.2)

Finally, we look at k > 2 configurations. From eq. (3.1.17) and a discussion thereafter, we see that the BRST anomalies arise for all intermediate states for which Δ∕ ≤ 0. So, eq. (3.1.14) is lim V [—^∣αe∣ f→π 9
Δt<0

kl(∕<rWI2 ∏ ∣(m∣6)I2h-'s⅛⅛)S=l τ2

N I N ∖
∏ d?wA I cV^+1(0) ∙ cc⅛+1(l) ∙ c∂ccV∕(w7) JJ |(μ£|ί>)|2ΗΛβ5 ) .√1-∕c-(-2 ∖ 7J≈⅛-f-2 ∕ ς⅛(3.2.3)In general, a sufficiently timelike configuration of intermediate momentum pi will generate a large number of divergent BRST anomalous terms. The usual argument for getting around this is to start with a sufficiently spacelike configuration of pj so that there is no BRST anomaly at all (i.e., p2 → oo). then analytically continue to other momentum configurations. However, we need to have a prescription to calculate scattering amplitudes directly at physical momentum without a priori assuming analytic continuation of external momentum [11].
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There is also a boundary of moduli space where Imτ → ∞ [12]. This configuration corresponds to the scattering amplitude on S2 with N vertex operators plus two intermediate state punctures, connected together by an appropriate propagator. This limit shows an infinity due to the existence of the tachyon in the spectrum of the bosonic string. Therefore, this divergence has a fundamentally different origin from the ones we discuss in this paper. Actually, we will find that there are no local counterterms, which may cancel out this type of anomaly. This problem is another indication that bosonic string theory is internally inconsistent; of course it does not arise in the superstring theories with consistent spacetime backgrounds.
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4 One Loop Local Counterterms

4.1 General Strategy for Local CountertermsOnce BRST anomalies show up, we may look for local (both on the worldsheet and in spacetime) counterterms that can restore the BRST invariance of the scattering amplitudes. In this section, we explain the idea behind the introduction of the counterterms necessary for those BRST anomalies we found in the previous chapter.The BRST invariance was required to decouple unphysical states in any unitarity cut of the string loop diagrams. What we have found is that the BRST anomalies arise whenever the worldsheet becomes degenerate at the boundary of moduli space. This boundary is the boundary of moduli space between different values of g and N: 
M9,N and Mg∣Η'. This suggests that we can introduce local counterterms to the scattering amplitude defined on Tig,N as some scattering amplitudes defined on the manifold T^g>,N'∙, thereby approaching their common boundary of moduli space from opposite sides. The unique feature of string theory is that these counterterms admit interesting physical interpretations from the point particle field theory viewpoint [1].One now wants to relate this to the string infinities cancellation mechanism [2]. String theory exhibits a better ultraviolet divergence behavior than point particle field theories. The cause of this is duality or, equivalently, the modular invariance of the scattering amplitudes [3]. The string theory introduces a built-in cutoff in the ultraviolet limit of the radiative processes, thereby eliminating the need for infinite renormalization. There is another source of the divergences, the infrared divergence. This arises because there are exceptional momentum subspaces in the scattering kinematics. In point particle field theory, we can always work away from the exceptional momentum kinematics. This is also guaranteed by the analyticity of the scattering amplitudes. In string theory, one must prove the analyticity of the scattering amplitudes in order to follow the same argument as in the point particle field theory. The spacetime infrared divergence is associated with the short distance behavior on the string worldsheet as we discussed at the end of section 3.1. Therefore, the classifica
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tion of the potential (infrared) infinities in scattering amplitudes is directly related to the classifications of BRST anomalies [1].It is also related to potential chiral anomalies in superstring theories [6]: gauge, gravitational, local Lorentz, and supersymmetry anomalies. A realistic superstring must yield chiral fermions with the nontrivial local symmetry charge assignments as we observe in the low energy world. One the other hand this charge assignments are strongly constrained by condition that chiral anomalies be absent in order to have gauge invariances intact on the quantum level. The chiral anomalies mean that unphysical longitudinal components of the gauge fields do propagate in the scattering amplitudes. However, we saw that the unphysical longitudinal states of gauge fields are elements of ImQ5ps21 as discussed in section 2.1 and their propagation should again arise at the boundaries of moduli space by the same argument as the BRST anomalies. This can be also seen by observing that the longitudinal components of gauge fields may be written as
pμVμ(z : p) = pμ∂XμO(∂X,∂X)exp(ip-X').

This is a total derivative in the puncture moduli, and we need to take care of its worldsheet short distance singularities. All these are not accidental at all. Actually, the BRST anomalies, the gauge anomalies, and the infinities arising to the string scattering amplitudes are all generated by the unphysical states IîïiQbrst ⅛ the indefinite metric Hilbert space. The short distance limit on the worldsheet is where the Hilbert space structure gets distorted.
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4.2 Fischler-Susskind Mechanism as Tadpole CountertermOnce BRST anomalies show up, we may look for local (both on the world sheet and in space-time) counterterms that can restore the BRST invariance of the scattering amplitudes. In this section, we present the counterterms necessary for those BRST anomalies we found in chapter 3. As we will see, the procedure of adding local counterterms is more natural in a space-time point of view.First we look at k — 0, the one-loop tadpole case. The second term of eq. (3.2.1) is due to the exchange of the graviton and the dilaton. Rewriting eq. (3.2.1),
N I N ∖
∏ d2wA ∕ c½v+1(0) ∙ cc½(l) ∙ c∂ccVd(w = ∞) ∩ ∣(∕zb∣δ)∣2IFb5 ∖ 
A=2 ∖ B=2 ! s(4.2.1)denoting the one-loop tadpole asT1(p = 0) = y d2τ {∖(μr∖b}∖2ccV1)(zι}}τ2. (4,2.2)

We note that this has the structure of a string tree level amplitude with one local operator insertion at w = ∞ (after BRST current contour deformation). Therefore, it is natural to look for a counterterm on string tree level with an explicitly BRST anomalous local operator insertion. Since BRST invariance amounts to restricting all mass-level states on their classical ones satisfying the equations of motion, we consider general states away from classical solutions. It is sufficient to consider only massless states, i.e., a graviton condensate Gμι,(X) and a dilaton condensate D(X'). The action for a string propagating in this background [7] is written as
sb = I d2 z[^∂zXμ∂-zXl'Gμι,(X) + ^∂-z(D(X‰cz) + c,c,]. (4.2.3)

Now, a weak field perturbative expansion amounts to a systematic insertion of conformal dimension (1,1) (i.e., marginal perturbation) local operators on the Riemann surface 77^jjy+ι to make an amplitude on Xg.N+2- The Feynman rules for ghost insertion were given in section 2.3. Eq. (4.2.1) tells us that a single insertion of marginal
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perturbation for the action of eq. (4.2.3) can serve as the local counterterm we are looking for. So, with that insertion, we consider an amplitude
M‰,(∕il,...,ΛΓ + l)

= K. -2 r N ∕ N _
∕ ∩ d2wJ {Qbrst,cVn+1(Q)}ccV1(1) ccδC(w = ∞) JJ \(BB\b)\2WBB(wB) 
j A=2 ' D=2 (4.2.4)where

δC(z) = ^∂Xμ∂Xv[Gμv(X} - ημv∖ + j⅞[P(X)W] + c.c. (4.2.5)
After the BRST contour deformation, this is written as

6A0s=a(I-, 1,... ,jV + 1)

∕ JJ d2w√ c½v+ι(O)mc½(l)4QBRST,cc<5>C(w = ∞)] ∏ 1 (μj3∣⅛)∣2wbB∖ A=2 ' β=2 ∕
Calculating the BRST charge commutator, we find

[Ç?BRST,cc<$£(z)] — j> [cw∂wXμ∂wXμ(w) + bwwcw∂wcw + ∣92cw
(4.2.6)

-e-e[-γ-Rlimfa,x∣∙∂sx∙'X"x∣, + i-xrx^x>ιx''as^} + c.c + _.,

='¾c⅛j[-i∕⅛0.∙λ'',¾.r + ∕sφ ∙ (ial(i^) + c,c,)] +... (4.2.7)with
— ¼ii> ÷ 2Vμ VizΦ + ■ ∙ ∙ ,
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and
βφ = -V2Φ-ijβ+..∙. (4.2.8)

Therefore, <U°=O(/;1,...,W + 1)
Γ N 1 _ 4= «"'J ∏ ^2WΛ(c⅝v+ι(0)cc½(l)cc)cc{--⅛^0Xl'+i3φ(-0(^c2)+c.c.)}(∞)

N■ ∏ l(z*a|(’)|2WrM)si, (4.2.9)S=2and for the marginal operators
∂Xμ∂Xv and ∂(bzzcz), (4.2.10)

we have local counterterms with appropriate choices of β^v and ∕3φ. However, with the ghost current anomaly equation (cf. eq. (2.2.23)):
a, φ,,<f) = ∣√Jλ<2'(4. (4.2.11)

we find that the torus has no tadpole associated with the insertion of ∂z(bzzcz) or its complex conjugate operator. Therefore, we get
lκ-2⅛δΥ'∙SA'-'

= -i I J2τ {∖(μτm∖2cc∂X∣∙5Xlt}ri ■ 8,X∣'∂1X∙'ημv 
= -i-T1(∂XμδXμ) ■ ∂,xμ8,x‰
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and
β* j⅞(6,∕) = 0, (4.2.12)

in the lowest order of the string loop perturbation expansion. Therefore seting
βμv ~ Rμv ÷ 2VAtV1/P(X) ÷ ∙ ∙ ∙

= κ2T1(Xμ∂Xμ)Gμι,(X)

and
βφ = 0, (4.2.13)

we cancel a tadpole BRST anomaly in the lowest order of string loop and background expansions. This is the same counterterm as the one that Fischler-Susskind [8] introduced to cancel an infinity due to non-vanishing one loop dilaton tadpole. As we discussed in section 4.1, we have anticipated that same local counterterm is used to cancel both the finite tadpole BRST anomaly and the infinity due to dilaton tadpole.
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4.3 Mass Renormalization as Mass-Shell Counterterm The case k = 1 is an on-shell two-point function. The BRST anomaly is
N ∕ N ∖
∏ d2wA I cV^γ+1(0) ∙ cc½(l) ∙ c∂cc½(∞) JJ I(μβ∣δ)∣2WBË ∖
A≈3 ∖ B=3 ! s2where

∏l = I <Mz (∣⅛r∣6)∣‰∣δ)∣2∞½(z)∞i>,U,)}τi. (4.3.1)

The correlation function on Srz is exactly the same amplitude with the N + 1 vertex operators of the original set we had on the torus, eq. (3.2.1). Therefore, the only source of local counterterms would be a modification of the vertex operator ½(z) in an explicitly BRST anomalous way. A general vertex operator is of the form
V(z∙,p) = DNeip'X (4.3.2)

where Pjy is a function of covariant derivatives on Xμ, apart from polarization tensor, momentum p, and coupling constant dependences. The subscript N denotes the conformal dimension (Ar, Λr) of D1∖-, where N is the total number of covariant derivatives V2. Therefore, V(z;p) has a conformal dimension (N -fip2/2, N + p2∕2)..21
Tz,V(w) ∖-l(z — w) 2V(w) + (z — w) l∂wV(w) + regular terms . (4.3.3)N + P

The vertex operator Wzz = czczV(z} is BRST invariant only if
Λ'+⅛ = l,

i.e., if
[«BEST, M-""iZ>j] = ( N + y - 1 ) ^∂ιeifV(z-,p) = 0.

(4.3.4)
(4.3.5)

Therefore, the counterterm amounts to a shift of the mass-shell condition of eq. (4.3.4),
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and we consider the local counterterm amplitude
Mj=1(l..........JV+1)

= κ -2 [Qbrst,c½v+i(O)] ∙ cc½(l) ∙ cc½(oo, N
Pi + ⅜ι) ∩ ∣(∕∕B∣⅛)∣2VFβ2i 

B=3 S∙2

= --=-2(^) ∕ ∏ yi—3
• ∕c½v+1(0) ∙ cc½(l) ∙ c∂cc½(∞) ∩ ∣(MB∣δ)∣2Hrj85∖∖ B=3 ! s2with ∆p2 = (pi + <fy>ι)2 - Pι∙ (4.3.6)

Therefore, the BRST anomaly in eq. (3.3.1) can be cancelled by choosing ∆p2 in eq. (4.3.6) by ∆p2 = κ2 ■ ∏1(p2 = -A∕12), (4.3.7)
and the shift in mass spectrum is given by two-point amplitudes [9]. In case of massless gauge particles, we do not expect any mass-shell shift since their gauge invariances protect them from getting any masses.Analogous to the dual model of hadrons, the mass-shell renormalization must become smaller for higher massive level states. This follows from a string version of correspondence principle*. Even in superstring theories we expect similar finite mass- shell renormalizations. This also suggests that by considering scattering amplitudes involving massless state vertex operators only we can avoid complications due to mass- shell renormalizations. From these massless state scattering amplitudes, massive state scattering amplitudes can be obtained by factorization in appropriate channels.

* I thank the late R.P. Feynman for this argument.
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4.4 Contact Interaction as Intermediate Cut Counterterm Finally, if k ≥ 2, we have an anomaly due to the intermediate state singularity.It is
“I Σ ^ΙαΙΔίΜΔί ∙ Ag=ι(l,...,k-,Γ) ∙ Λ^0(r∙,k + l,...,N + 1) (4.4.1)∆,<oe→

where √l5=ι and Χθ_0 are given by eqs. (3.1.15) and (3.1.16) respectively. Note that Δ∕ in eq. (3.4.1) is defined by
kΔ∕ = (^2pi)2 + Mj (4.4.2)ι=l

and therefore depends upon the intermediate momentum configuration. One should recall that √45=ι and >1θ_ο are (k + 1) and (N — k + 1) point amplitudes respectively with one vertex operator (corresponding to the intermediate exchange state) off-shell in general. The local counterterm one must add is a contact interaction [10] amplitude:
<5M^0(∕,fc + ι,∙∙∙,jv + i)

N N
= <=-2 f ∏ <⅛i⅛rtW⅛‰ιli∙⅛i ∏ ∣0a∣6)l2Wb6}s,

j A=k+2 B=k+2 (4.4.3)where
⅛p(wTP) = ∣s∣≤∣E>e∣Therefore, the complete counterterm is

I d2sδ(2)(0),αs ∣∆∕ V/(w/;p). (4.4.4)

z ∆i lim |αε|Δί>13(1, ■.■, k; I)
∆j<θε
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r N ∕ N -∖
■ JJ J2wj4∕ c½v+ι(O) ∙ ccVfe+](l) ■ cdccVj(wj;p) JJ ∣(μj3∣δ)∣2iFβ5 ∖ .
j A=k+2 ∖ β=fc+2 ' S2(4.4.5)This cancels the BRST anomalies arising in eq. (4.4.1) to guarantee (perturbative) unitarity, and analyticity over all intermediate momentum configurations. The singular limit of eq. (4.4.4) is characteristic of the contact interaction, meaning a pointlikc interaction in the boundary of moduli space. The contact interactions can be understood in terms of the principal value prescription of the worldsheet short distance singularity by subtracting out the delta function part:

(2 — w)~1 = P.P.(z — w)~1 + Z7Γ0^2∖^ — w).
In terms of BRST formalism, the propagation of ImQpjjs71 states is cancelled by that of (Ker Qbrst)^ states in the dual Hilbert space of ghost number [11]. This is very analogous to the point particle field theory cases. For example, in quantum electrodynamics, the Ward identity is satisfied only after including the contribution of the seagull term [12].The reason why contact interactions arise is because particle spectrum of string excitations has its lower bound at the tachyon state. Once energy transfer across the degeneration point is below the tachyon mass threshold we cannot create any particles and must have a regular behavior of the string scattering amplitudes.A brief digression is in order. A Ward identity could be derived also within the fully second quantized string field theory [13]. However, the derivation is with an assumption of no contact interaction contribution. Follθλving the above description in the first quantized language, one must expect a similar contribution in the string field theoretic derivations also. Actually, in superstring field theory, both in light-cone gauge [10] and in covariant gauge [14], it was pointed out that the contact interactions are important to guarantee unitarity.
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5 Analysis of Higher Loop Scattering Amplitudes

5.1 Two Loop Scattering AmplitudesThe next step is to extend the previous analysis to higher orders in the radiative correction. It becomes vastly complicated, however, since we must deal with many possible sources of BRST anomalies together. For a consistency check it is necessary to do a calculation explicitly, at least to the next to leading order in string loop expansion. Fortunately, the degeneration process is a local statement on the worldsheet, and this essentially enables us to analyze BRST anomalies order by order in the string loop expansion.The same spirit as the one loop order of sections 3 and 4 applies straightforwardly to multiloop diagrams. However, we have to identify all the overlapping divergences and the one-particle reducible diagrams beforehand. This requires an examination in the higher co-dimension factorization of scattering amplitudes around the boundary of moduli space M9,n for the punctured Riemann surfaces TlglN-‘One particle reducible’ diagrams are those which contains string subdiagrams connected by a single particle state propagator. Analogously to ordinary field theory, one particle reducible diagrams are not counted for higher order corrections. This is ensured by the lower order local counterterms, and their various combinations.This section is devoted to demonstrating the above assertion through an explicit calculation at two-loop order.Consider a TV-punctured Riemann surface 7i-2,7V θf genus two. This defines N- point scattering amplitudes of two loop level:
Ag=2 ( 15 ∙ ∙ ∙, N -)- 1)

JV+l /3 N
d2τi ∩ d2 za ∕∏∣(μr,∣δ)∣2 ∏ ∣(μB∣δ)∣2lTj95Λ=l ∖i=l B=lHere, τ,∙, i — 1,2,3 denotes the moduli variables of an unpunctured g = 2 Riemann

(5.1.1)9=2
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surface 7⅞,o related to the Siegel period matrix [1]:
Ω Λ τ3

T3 τ2
(5.1.2)

and 77θ denotes the fundamental domain of the moduli space, which we may choose as [2]
(1) ∣Reri∣≤-, i = 1,2,3,

(2) 0 ≤ ∣2imτ3∣ ≤ Imτι ≤ Imτ2

f A B\(3) F°r f l∈Sp(4,3), ∣det(CΩ + P)∣ ≥ 1. (5.1.3)
However, we do not need any specific information other than this. We again look at (TV + 1) point amplitude involving a null state

Wθ(2ΛΓ+l) = {QbRST,c1z°(-iV+i)}

X7=2(Λ ∙ ∙ ∙,N + 1)
= κ2 ΛΓ+1

d2ri jj d2zAΛ=l 3 Λr+1
∏W)∣2 ∏ ∖(μB∖b)∖2Wβs 
t=l B=l 9=2

= κ2 ί d2zχ+1 JJ d2zA JJ d2τij A=l *=1
I 3 N ∖( ∏ I(mγJ⅛)∣2 l(∕zB∣δ)l2Rzjδ'0 Ι(∕-iJv+ι∣δ)∣2{QBRsτ,cVθ(2jv+1)} ∖ (5.1.4)
Ul B=l ! g=2One configuration with BRST anomalies is when all punctures approach one another.
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described by the t — 0 boundary of
zA — zN+l ÷ twA 

'<¾ι = 1

(k + 1 ≤ A ≤ N), ' ► (5.1.5)
Deforming the BRST current contour,

Λ⅛l,...,Λ + i)
= κ√ f ∏ d⅛d⅛+1 Γ ∩ ,∕⅛ [ ∏rf⅛j j >1=1 B=fc+1 j i=l

3 k ___
∏l(Mr,K ∏ ∖(μc∖b')∖2Wc∖μk+1∖b)Wk+lk+1.
«=1 C=l

∏ l(w>∣i)l2wz2,β I (∕z7V+ι ∣δ) ∣2c⅞(fV + 1) (5.1.6)
D=k+2 <7=2Inserting a complete basis set, we find that the correlation function becomes

3 k∏ l<X∣δ)∣2 ∏ ∖(μc∖b)∖2Wcc∖⅛ι 
i=l C=l g=2∕¼l(⅛+ι∣4)iri+li+1 ∏ l(w>∣f>)l2iFβfl ■ ∣(w+1!⅛)∣2c⅛(2λ+1) ) (5.1.7)∖ D=k+2

S2and we let ∣φf) = W‰+2)

where zn+2 = zN+l + *ωoo. Therefore, the amplitude AlL<> becomes 9—*

'> [ f i2zχ+ι ∩ ,s.i . ί ή>1=1 j=l '' B=k+2
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∑ (∏ IC⅛∣ι>)l2 Π I(a4∣⅛)I2∙ l(∕tjv+ι∣6)l2w,,(zhΛ
I ∖j=l Α=1

Ν
c∂ccVι{woo) ■ cc½(i) Π Kbb(∕wb)∣< Wb5c⅛(O) B=fc+2This can be rewritten as

κ 2 Δj α
■Ag^,...,k-I)-A°g=0^k+i,...,N+i)

where
.3 k

Ag=2 = ∕ ∏ d2Tid2zN+2 fj d2zA
J t=l ½=1

3 k∏l(μr,l⅛)l2 ∏ I(∕m∣6)I2∣v-iλ ∣(w+1∣6)∣2tr,‰2)i=l Λ=l 5=2and
r N ∕ n -∖

AGg=0 = n~2 J^J d2wA I c⅛(0) ∙ cc½(l) ∙ c∂ccVι(w<x,) JJ ∣(∕^B∣δ)∣2Wββ )
J A=k+2 ∖ B=k+2 ∕ S2(5.1.9)after a change of variables from t° zN+2∙ Now, part of the potential BRSTanomaly comes from the second order processes of the one-loop anomalies in a form of “one particle reducible” diagrams [3]. However, at the same order, we have contributions coming from the lower order local counterterms. We will explicitly verify that these two sources cancel with each other.
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5.2 Structure of Two-Loop Anomalies and CountertermsFirst, consider the two loop tadpole. Its BRST anomaly comes from eq. (5.9) with k = 0:
κ

(I) ‰ = 0) ' ∙4‰,(w = 0; 1,.... N + 1) (5.2.1)
where f 3T2(pj = 0) = ∕ ∏d2τi ∙ d2ZN+2 

J j=J 3∏KmJ<(^+2∣<IF‰+2)z=l (5.2.2)<7=2From eq. (5.1.2), we see that τ3 ~ 0 gives a one-particle reducible diagram 
d2τ3

Γ3~0

T2(pj = 0)~ y f d2τ1d2zχ+2 ^∣(pι∣6)∣2∣(∕bv+2p')∣2lF7j(∑,-jv+2)ccF(^oo)y^
y d~τ2 {∖(μ2∖b)∖2ccV(zθ0)}τ2. (5.2.3)Here we used the fact that (μ3∣6)τ∙3→o —> — b0 

τ^3and similarly,
(∕i3∣k)r3-→0 ----- > —⅝∙T^3This one particle irreducible part shows a structure of

T2(p∕ = 0) ~ - In ∣i∣ ∙ Ti(pι = 0) ∙ ∏ι(p∕ = 0). (5.2.4)
Therefore, eq. (4.2.1) gives a one particle reducible BRST anomaly of

~ln∣∕∣ ∙ Tl(p1 = 0) ∙∏ι(p1 = 0) ∙ A09=q(pi = 0; 1,...,A + 1). (5.2.5)
Now we examine the amplitudes coming from the lower order local counterterms.
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They are
-J (∕⅛a>f⅛Υ-}ι, . In ∣(∣. ∏1(w = 0). Λ‰(p∕ = 0; 1,..., N + 1) (5.2.6)

and
-^T1(p1 = 0) ∙ In ∖t∖ ■ SM‰ = 0) ∙ Λ‰(p∕ = 0; 1,..., Λr + 1) (5.2.7)

respectively. Therefore, we see that equations (5.2.5)-(5.2.6) give a final BRST anomaly y-4‰(w = 0; 1,..., TV + 1) ∙ ∏ι(w = 0) ∙ 7‰ = 0), (5.2.7)
where Tγ(pι = 0) denotes the one-loop tadpole less the massless particle state singularity. This can be cancelled by a higher order BRST local counterterm in eq. (4.2.12) and (4.2.13):

1-κ~2{-β%,∂X∣i∂X'' + βφ^[∂(bzzcz) + c.c.]}

= --T1{ημv∂X^∂Xt')∂X^∂Xvημv

+γ∏l ∙ {-ημ,∂Xμ∂Xl' + ~∂(bzzcz) + c.c.] ∙ T1(p1 = 0). 
Next, we consider the two loop on-shell two point amplitude: (5.2.8)

where
∕d2tTt (I) iw' = ~m'', ■ 4!=o⅛ι = -<2,∙∙∙,Λ' + 1)

3 /3∏2= i ∏^27∙^22i^2^+2 ( ∏∣(μri∣⅛)(2!(μι∣6)∣2∣(μ^+2∣δ)∣ j i=l ∖i=l
.ψ>1(≈1)ir"(⅛,+2))^2.

(5.2.9)

(5.2.10)
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Again, the degeneration around the trivial homology cycle gives
∏2 = y I y d2τ1d∖v+2 ∣(μn ∣6)∣2 ∙ ∖(μN+2∖b)∖2ccV(zoo)Wl1 (zn+2)^t r3~0

f d2τ2d2z1 ^∣(μr2∣δ)∣2∣(μi∣i)∣2lhrll(2i)ccy(^oo)^
+ ∕d2τid2z1 d22jv+2 ^∣(∕zrι∣δ)∣2∣(μι∣δ)∣2lVli(κr1)

∙∣(μjv+2∣δ)∣2^jj(⅛2)cc⅞(‰)) ∙ J d2r2(∖(μM2ccV0(zoo)). (5.2 11)
The first term arises when the two vertex operators at z↑ and zjy+2 are in different tori after the pinching, while the second term comes from the case that two vertex operators are on the same torus. Therefore, the one particle reducible pieces are

-i∕t2 In ∣f∣{[∏1⅛1 = -iV12))2 +T1 ■ ∙4,=ι(poi 1,1)}
∙^=0⅛l=-Λi12i2.....jV + l). (5.2.12)

On the other hand, those terms coming from the lower order local counterterms are
2∙<'i ∕ f'⅛ (71" “) (Èr)eM' ' '4°="i,,'= ~m' '2, ■ ■ ■ ’ n+1)+

+ι<i2 In ∣i∣. Ti(∂X'l∂Xli) ■ Af=i(δC', 1,7) ∙ Alμ0(pl = -Λ⅛2,... ,JV + 1). (5.2.13)
The first term comes from a renormalized vertex operator and the second term from the background field insertion. Again, eq. (5.2.13) cancels eq. (5.2.12) completely.
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Finally, we are left, with the intermediate state anomaly. It is
α ∆i

■•^5=2(1,...,&;/)· k + 1,..., N + 1) (5.2.14)with . 3 fc≥2
Λg=2 = κ2 d2τi d2zχ+2 U d2zA

J i=l A=l

and

∏ MW2Wbs
B=k+2First consider one-particle reducible diagrams with one or two loop They have anomaly structures tadpoles.

κ2 α Δ∕

''-4^=o(Λ & + 1,... ,Λr + 1)
• {√ts=o(∕! 1,..., k; J) ∙ [- In ∣f∣ ∙ Tg=2(ρj = 0)]
+Λr=ι( J; J) ∙ [—ln∣i∣ ∙⅞=ι(pj = 0)]} (5.2.15)However, inside the bracket, each term can be renormalized by adding local countert-
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erms. That is, by adding local counterterms
Σ

Δ∕≤0

Δ/|α|Δι„4θο(Ι; k + 1,..., N + 1)
∙{4ff=o(∕j + Λs=ι(I; 1,..., fc; J)}ip∕ (5.2.16)

to the contact interaction, we cancel completely all the anomalies in eq. (5.2.14). A similar analysis goes through for other configurations of puncture moduli variables. One thing to note in this analysis is that, for a general intermediate state configuration we have two possible degeneration combinatorics
∑K[>
Δ∕≤(√ l

∆l«

{Λ,^ι-,ι+ι,...,k∙,J)-1<∕W∣δj^2Mδ∙'∙a,=2(∙7V,.∙∙√)
+A3=i(I∙,l+l,...,k-,J∙)-1 J2<,∣<'∣δj-2∣∕J∣δj ■ A,rf(jμ,...,Z)}. (5.2.17)

Of course, they receive separate local counterterms. We checked the cancellation for all possible degeneration limits, and confirmed the notion of one-particle irreducible diagrams in a systematic renormalization scheme.There is an another degeneration limit which give one-particle reducible diagrams. It comes from the τ.3 ~ 0 boundary of the genus two moduli space with a base manifold
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of genus one [2]. The BRST anomaly structure is

with
and

-,∑∕ d~t d_
∂t 7∣'∣δ'

k + 1,... ,N ÷ 1) ∙ √4fl=ι(l,..., λ" ∕)
k ! kΛ=ι = id2τ ∏ dlZA ∕∖(μr∖b)∖2 ∏ ∣(∕zyl∣⅛)∣2ιy^ccy7(^oo) ∙' Λ=l ∖ A=l τ2

(5.2.18)

r N+l-42=>= ∕λ ∏ <iM∣(MrWI‰i⅛ι∣4)∣2<¾(0) j Λ=fc+1
c∂ccVι(zoo) JJ K∕⅛∣δ)∣2VΓ-B-δ∖B=fc+1 T2Again, depending on whether k = 0, 1, or ≥ 2, we have a tadpole, on-shell two-point amplitude, and intermediate state singularity BRST anomalies. The cancellation of the anomalies is exactly the same as in chapter 3, except now we are dealing with a genus one null amplitude Λθ=1.

N

α Aι

∕
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5-3. Higher Loop GeneralizationThe one and two loop analysis of BRST anomalies and local counterterms revealed that only three types of anomaly are relevant: tadpole, on-shell two point amplitude, and intermediate unphysical cut. In this section, we give a general inductive argument to extend the proof of the BRST anomaly and its cancellation to any finite order of string loop perturbation theory ( In superstring theory, a complete argument has not been achieved yet, due to mathematical difficulties. See, for example, ref. [4]).Given the one loop BRST anomalies of chapter 3, we introduced zero loop (tree level diagram) local counterterms to restore BRST invariance. This can be generalized trivially to the following situations. Suppose we start from a g + 1 loop scattering amplitude involving a longitudinal state:
3(p+l)-3 Λr

Α,+ι(i, ■ ■ ∙ > ΛQ= π dr∏i A dmj dz^ Λ dz^

i=1 Λ=l

3(g+l)-3 N∙( ∏ l(μj∣δ)l2 ∏ I(mb|6)I2w"Bj5(2jb))x,m· (5.3.i)
j=l B=lWe consider a boundary of moduli space such that this amplitude is degenerated into 

g loop scattering amplitude and a one loop scattering amplitude:
Λ+1 (1, ∙ ∙ ■, Λr) → Λ(l, ∙, M, J)T‰)Λ(Λ M + 1, -, Ν'), (5.3.2)

where Dj(Pj) is given in eq. (3.1.14). If there is no vertex operator on the one loop amplitude part, this is the tadpole BRST anomaly. Then we introduce a local counterterm of g loop scattering amplitude through the Fischler-Susskind mechanism. Since the counterterm is local on the worldsheet, there is no special role of the base worldsheet manifold of genus g with vertex operators. Similarly, we can introduce local counterterms to the other BRST anomalies we classified in chapter 3. This completes an introduction of g loop level counterterms to <y + 1 loop BRST anomalies.
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Next, consider a boundary of moduli space where g + 1 loop degenerates into g — 1 loop and 2 loop amplitudes. The analysis in the previous two sections shows that all subleading anomalies are automatically cancelled by one loop counterterms. After subtracting them, the ‘one-particle irreducible’ BRST anomaly can be again cancelled by a two-loop local counterterm by the Fischler-Susskind mechanism.We now generalize inductively this process: suppose we degenerate a g loop scattering amplitude into all possible g-jï loop and (g — gi) loop scattering amplitudes. Regard g± loop amplitude part as a base manifold, even though we have a re∩ection symmetry between two degenerated amplitudes of g± loop and (g — gι) loop:
Αg ( 5 5 ) √ 4,-,, (1, ■ ■ ■, M,Γ)V,(p,}Atl (l,M + l,---, N). (5.3.3)Si M

We denote by √4(1, ∙ ∙ ∙, N) a scattering amplitude summed over all orders in string loop perturbation expansion:
Λ(l>∙∙∙,Λr)= ]Γ A,(1√∙∙,V). (5.3.4)

genus

Then, the sum over g in eq. (5.3.3) gives
4(1. ∙ ∙ ', N) = ∑ 4(1. ---,M, I}Dl(P,)∑ A,n (i, V + 1, ■ ∙ ∙, Λ'). (5.3.5)

M SiThe structure of counterterms, which we denote as Cg for g loop order counterterm in the string loop perturbation expansion, is as follows:
C5(l, ∙ ∙ ∙, N) = ∑ 52 Λ-sι (b-. m> %1 (∕, M + 1, ∙ ∙ ∙, Λγ). (5.3.6) Si MAgain summing over g, we have

C(l,.∙∙ ,jV) = ∑4(l,∙∙∙,Λi,.i)∑i>9,(J,Λf + l,...,Λ').
M 9ι

(5.3.7)
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Therefore, adding eq. (5.3.5) to eq. (5.3.7), we have a ‘renormalized’ amplitude:
.4(1,-■ ∙,JV) + C(l,--∙ ,Λ') = ∑,i(l,∙ ∙ ∙ ,M, I)

M

∑ [A,1 (i, M + 1, ∙ ∙ ∙, ΛQ + Cjl (i, Λi + 1, ∙ ∙ ∙, JV)]. (5.3.8)
9ιNote that we have introduced the local counterterms order by order in string loop perturbative expansion. Therefore, the sum over g∖ gives a ‘renormalized’ scattering amplitude, which we denote with subscript ‘ren.’:

Aew.(l, ∙ ∙ ∙, JV) = 52 X(l√ ∙ ∙,M, I)Λrenχi, M + 1, ∙ ∙ ∙, N). (5.3.9)
M

The above invariant renormalization structure is again independent of the number of external legs. This is especially true for zero-point amplitude and one-point amplitude. Now we can now proceed again with an inductive argument to show that the right hand side of eq. (5.3.9) must hold for any value of N and any decompositon M. Therefore, we find that the left hand side of eq. (5.3.9) is indeed ‘renormalized’ to give a BRST invariant amplitude to all orders of the string loop expansion. This completes an inductive argument to prove a perturbative restoration of BRST invariance to all finite orders in the string loop expansion.A similar argument may be implemented in the superstring perturbation expansion to prove the BRST invariance, especially the finiteness of scattering amplitudes. The above bosonic scattering amplitude analysis is particularly relevant to the heterotic string theory with anomalous U(l) gauge groups since in this class of theories it is known that vacuum energy is induced at two-loop order due to nonvanishing one-loop Fayet-Iliopoulos D-term [5]. Also, this argument may be used to establish an exact (to all orders of string loop expansion) nonrenormalization theorem [6j to massless particle scattering amplitudes. These are beyond the scope of the present thesis, but under current investigation [7].
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